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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Faculty Minutes
1969-70

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
May 13, 1970

To:

From:

All Members of the Faculty
John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

Meeting of University Faculty on May 19

~e University Faculty will meet on Tuesday, May 19, at 3:00 p .m .
11!.~ Kiva for consideration of the agenda items noted in my
memorandum of May 1. These items, a number of them carried over
from the April 17 meeting, were scheduled for discussion at the
May 8 and May 12 meetings.
Please bring with you the agenda and accompanying materials which
I sent to you on May 1.
JND/ped

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
May l, 1970
To:

All Members of the Faculty

From:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

May Meetings of University Faculty

As noted in my memorandum of April 27, two meeti~~s of the University
Faculty are now scheduled for May: Friday, ~ay 8,.1 at 3:30 p.m. and
Tue~d~y, May 12, at 3:00 p.m., both in the Kiva. The second meeting
anticipates that all matters on the following agenda will not have
been.concluded on May 8. As an additional item on May 12, Professor
Fashing will introduce a motion to remove from the table the item,
"Discussion of police activities on UNM campus, which was tabled by
faculty vote at the April 17 meeting.
11

Agenda i terns:
l.

Recommendations for interim action -- Professor Hoyt for the
Committee on University Governance.
(Statement attached.)

2.

Recommendation concerning composition of Athletic Council
Professor Cottrell for the Policy committee.
(Statement
attached.)

3.

Res~lutions concerning tenure of standing committ~e faculty
chairmen and composition of certain standing committees -Professor Hufbauer.
(Statement attached.)

4.

Rec~mmended policies related to appointment and continuation in
off~ce of departmental chairmen -- Professor Cottrell for the
Policy Committee.
(Statement attached.)

s.

Statement by Student Senator Sam Taggard. {At the April meeting
th~ F~culty voted to give Mr. Taggard a place on the agenda, so
this item is carried over.)

6.

Request for a "dead week"
student) and others.

7.

Report on sub-baccalaureate programs -- Professor Loftfield for
the Committee on the University.
(Statement attached.)

8.

Revised statement of functions for Curricula Committee -- Professor Alexander.
(Statement attached.)

9.

:roposed changes in policy on Academic Freedom and Tenure -( rofessor Drummond for the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee.
Statement attached.)

Miss Gay cook (undergraduate

more----

Memo to Faculty,

10.

5/1/70

Report of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee on the
Arms-Frumkin appeal.
(Statement attached, for information only.)

Also attached:

JND/ped
Enclosures

Summarized minutes of meeting of April 17, 1970.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
May 19, 1970
(Summarized Minutes)
The May 19, 1970, meeting of the University Faculty, held in the
Kiva, was called to order by Vice President Travelstead at 3:05 p.m.,
with a quorum present.
Professor Cottrell, for the Policy committee, recommended that the
members of the "written press be admitted to the meeting, that the
total debate on any one subject be limited to forty-five minutes, and
t~at no speaker be permitted to speak more than five minutes at one
t 7me or to speak more than twice on a single issue. These recommendations were approved by the Faculty.
II

Professor Hoyt, on behalf of the committee on University Governance,
moved that the Faculty adopt item I of the "Committee on University
Governance Interim Recommendations, included as part of the materials acco~panying the agenda dated May 1, and also an additional paragraph which was distributed at the start of the meeting . Item I, as
thus supplemented by this paragraph, is as follows:
11

I. ~e recommend that the following be added at the end of the
section on Student Standards Policy as described in the Faculty
~ndbook pp. 113-116 and at the end of Article VI, Section 3
(The Student Standards Committee) of the Constitution of the
ASUNM:
In addition to and separate from its functions described
above, the Student standards committee shall also funct~on temporarily as a university Standards Board, until
final recommendations of the University Governance committee shall have been adopted, or until a new University
Standards Board (now under consideration by the Ad Hoc
Committee on the Rights and Responsibilities of Faculty
and Students) shall have been established.
This Board shall hear complaints and charges which may
be brought before it by any member or group of memb7rs
<;>f the University academic community - faculty, administrators, or students - against any other member or
group of members of that community. The Board shall
hear cases which are not within the jurisdiction of
other judicial bodies.
T~e Board shall have the power to recommend the recti:
fication of conditions deemed unjust. to censure par~ies
at fault, and to recommend appropriate lawf~l penalties
or.sanctions. Appeals shall be to the President of the
University. In cases in which there has been a reco~mendation for a sanction against a student, the Presi:
dent of the university shall consult with the appropriate

student association president before making his decision.
In any case in which the President of the University
disqualifies himself, appeal shall be to the Board of
Regents.
These provisions do not affect the rights which a faculty member has under the current Policy on Academic
Freedom and Tenure, including the right to request a
hearing before the Committee on Academic Freedom and
Tenure in any circumstances in which he believes his
academic freedom has been violated. If a hearing before the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure is
requested, proceedings before the Standards Board shall
be stayed until a decision is made by the committee on
Academic Freedom and Tenure that the requested sanction
would not be a violation of academic freedom in the
particular case.
All complaints shall be in writing, shall set forth with
reasonable particularity the grounds of the complaint,
and shall recite what steps have been taken to mediate
or dispose of the matter informally by discussion with
t~e other party and with appropriate administrative officials.
If the Board decides that a complaint is not
within its jurisdiction, it may be dismissed by the
B~ar~ without a hearing. The Board does not have jurisdiction to hear complaints against general rules or
regulations, or grading except where a student demonstrates that improper non-academic considerations have
entered into the assigning of his grade. Before setting
~he case for a hearing, the Board may request additional
i~formation, and may itself make inquiries or investigations.
If the Board is of the opinion that further efforts at informal solution should be made, it may so inform the parties and may continue the case.for that ~urpose.
~he Board may also itself undertake to mediate the d~spute
informally.
If the complaint fails to pursue bona.fi~e
efforts at such informal solution, the Board may dismiss
the complaint.
i~of7ssor Tailby proposed that the above item I be amended as follows:
. line 2 of the first paragraph the words "Student Standards Committee" b e changed to "Academic Freedom
'
" in
· 1 ine
·
and Tenure commi·ttee;
4
0 / f the second paragraph, the words "other member <?r g 7oup of members
3 that community" be changed to "faculty member"; in line 5 of the
1rd paragraph, the sentence beginning "In cases in which.···" be de7ted~ the final paragraph be deleted in its entirety. After discussion, this proposed amendment was defeated by a vote of 58 to 9 o.
At~Other amendment by Professor Alpert, that the faculty representa'
·
b e d is·
chives p resently serving
on the student Standards Committee
P arged and that new facultv members be chosen by popular vote of the
p~culty, was declared out of order, on the basis that it actually
thoposed an amendment to the Faculty Bylaws and the constitution of
e Associated students rather than· an amendment to the motion.
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Professor Gisser offered still another amendment to item I of the
committee's interim recommendations, proposing that the following
paragraph be added: "The University Standards Board shall hear complaints and charges which are strictly non-academic in nature • . In
particular, complaints and charges shall not refer to course and
examination contents, choice of textbook and grades. The Board shall
hear complaints about grades provided that these complaints are nonacademic in nature (e.g., discrimination), and provided that all other
channels of appeal have been exhausted. The Board shall hear complaints about course and examination contents provided that these
complaints are non-academic in nature {e.g., a professor devoting
the entire semester to Vietnam instead of to teaching economics) and
provided that all other channels of appeal have been exhausted." By
vote of the Faculty, this amendment was defeated.
After additional discussion, a motion to table indefinitely the
interim recommendation proposed by Professor Hoyt was approved by the
Faculty:
(Later in the meeting, a question was raised about item II
of the interim recommendations, which was not discussed. At the
suggestion of Professor Hoyt who said that items I and II belonged
together, the presiding officer ruled that item II was tabled along
with item I.)
U~on the recommendation of Professor Cottrell, for the Policy Committee, the Faculty approved a change in the composition of the
Athletic Council. As newly constituted, the Council membership is
now to include six faculty members, including the chairman, nominated
by the Policy Cammi ttee from at least four colleges; three undergraduate student members; one graduate student member; and one alumni
member.
Two r 7 solutions were proposed to the Faculty by Professor.Hufbauer.
The. first of these -- "For those University standing committees
~ha~red by faculty members (i.e., not those chaired by adminis~rative
fficers or students), no person shall ordinarily serve as chairman
of the same committee for more than five consecutive years
was
approved. The second resolution provided that the number of voting,
non-faculty representatives (students alumni, administrators, and
~th7r~) on University standing committees except the fol~owing: .
c~ministrative committee, Athletic council, campus Planning Committee,
Crmp~s Safety Committee, cultural Program Committee, En~rance and
1 edits Committee, Intramural and Recreation Board, National and
0~~ernat~onal Affairs committee, New Mexico Union Board~ New St~dent
s lentation Committee, Speakers committee, Student Affairs Committee,
ctud7nt Publications Board student Radio Board, Student Standards
ornmittee, and the Committ~e on the University -- shall not ordinarily
e~ceed one-half the number of voting faculty members on those committees. A vote on this second resolution failed to carry.
11

--

:rofessor Cottrell on behalf of the Policy Committee, proposed the
RPirova1 of a stat~ment entitled "Recommended University Policies
c~ ~tea to the Appointment and continuation in Office of Departmental
at~irmen. 11 At Dean Adams• suggestion, it was agreed that the explans ry paragraph should be changed to read as follows {new words undercored) : "As indicated in the preamble, any college may decide its
-3-

own policy for terms of department chairmen. For example, a college
might decide to adopt five-year terms, or two- or three-year terms,
.Q! variable terms.
The above is to be the policy of a college only
if it does not adopt some different policy." A proposed amendment
by Professor Grace to delete the last nine words of the first sentence
of item 3 ( "Terms of office shall be renewable, but ordinarily for not
more than one additional term.") was defeated. The Faculty also disapproved a proposed amendment by Professor Schmidt to add to item 4
the following: "This policy shall apply in normal cases but recognizes
that a dean may choose to act outside these guidelines. 11 The Faculty
then voted, by secret ballot, on Professor Cottrell' s proposal (the
"Explanation II statement having been changed as noted above). The
results of the ballot were: yes, 135r no, 13r abstain, 2.
Miss Gay Cook, Student Senator, informed the Faculty of a series of
proposals which have been submitted to the Policy committee relative
to closed period, i.e., pre-examination week. It was indicated that
the Committee would discuss the matter in the fall and might come
back to the Faculty with recommendations.
Professor Loftfield, for the Committee on the University, proposed
two recommendations for Faculty consideration: 11 (1) That the Faculty
declare to the Regents and to the community generally its supp~rt ~f
the 7oncept of a community junior college for Albuquer9ue ~nd 7ts i~tentio~ to cooperate as much as possible with s~ch_an inst 7t~tion, if
establ~shed; (2) That the Faculty approve in principle a limite~
expansion of technical training at the sub-baccalaureate level.in
~reas of the University's particular competence and that associate
~n arts or associate in science degrees be awarded those who suc~essully complete approved two-year curriculurns at the para-professional
;evel. To provide for implementation of this approval, .the Fa~ult¥
hould grant interested colleges and schools the authority to institute para-professional training in one- or two-year courses as
:PPr~ved by college faculties and the Vice President for Academic
ffa~rs, after consultation with a faculty committee, such as ~he
Curricula Committee " (Two additional explanatory paragraphs (a)
:nd (b), are, for b~evity omitted in these summarized minutes.)
both recommendations of the committee on the University were approved
Y the Faculty.
The me e t.ing adjourned at 5:31 p.m.

John N. ourrie, Secretary
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEE'rING
May 19, 1970

The May 19, 1970, meeting of the University Faculty
was called to order by Vice President Travelstead at the Kiva
at 3:05 p.m.
VICE PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD
Will the meeting please
come to order.
In order that we may make the best use of
the time available I am going to ask Mr. Eubank, who is our
official parliamentarian, to recap three or four rules from
Roberts' Rules of Order that will help us to move right
along. Mr. Eubank, if you will review those.
I think perhaps one regarding
PROFESSOR EUBANK
debate is very important. There are three rules that apply
here in debate.
These are the only three.
Preference is given to the proposer of a motion or
to the committee chairman who presented a report.
In other
words, the maker of a motion should have a prerogative to
speak to that motion if he so desires before anyone else
speaks.
Number two, a member who has not spoken has prior
claim over one who has already discussed the question.
Similarly, a member who seldom speaks should be given attention over one who addresses the assembly frequently.
The third, the presiding officer should alternate
~etween proponents and opponents of a motion whenever poss~ble, and that merely means that he should determine whether
it's a pro or con speaker and should rotate the spea k ers so
1
ong as you have people on both sides of the proposition.
Th'18 way you have a balance in debate. Now those are the
three things.
TRAVELSTEAD

How about changing the agenda items?

EUBANK
With reference to the agenda, and I presume
that the materials mailed out is what you call the order of
the day, the general orders -- anyway, here is the rule concerning that: An order of business that is specified --

Proce dural
Rul es
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that specifies the order in which, but not the time -- and,
of course, your agenda just says that it is on a certain
day -- not at a time during the day, but the business shall
be transacted together with any postponed questions that
constitutes the general orders. This order cannot be varied
from except b y general consent, and that means everybody
agrees, or by suspending the rules which requires a two-thirds
majority.
TRAVELSTEAD
Thank you, very much.
I would like
to suggest before I recognize Mr. Cottrell that we have a
long list of items left from two, three, or four previous
meetings, and everything we can do today within propriety
and taking into consideration whatever else is urgent, that
we do try to finish this agenda or else we are probably fac e d
with another meeting.
I will recognize Mr. Cottrell for a motion.
PROFESSOR COTTRELL
Mr. Chairman, I would like to
move that the members of the written press be admitted to
the meeting, as we have for the past several meetings.
TRAVELSTEAD

Second to the motion?

(There were several seconds.)
Any discussion? All those in favor say
TRAVELSTEAD
The motion is carried and they are
aye; opposed "no".
admitted.
II

II

COTTRELL
Mr. Chairman for purposes of our meeting
I would like to move the following special rules to those
of Roberts' Rules of order and Debate, that the total debate
on any one subject be _ limited to forty-five minutes; that
no speaker be given more than five minutes at one time, nor
speak more than twice on a single issue.
I move that on
behalf of the Policy Committee.
(There were several seconds.)
TRAVELSTEAD
"a Ye;
II
opposed "no".

Discussion? All those in favor say
The motion is passed.

The agenda, as passed to you earlier, and I h o p e
most of you have your copies with you, Mr. Durrie does not
have other copies that he could bring today, but it lists
one of the carryover items, the recommendations for interim

5-19-70
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action. Professor Hoyt for the Committee on University
Governance.
PROFESSOR HOYT
The Committee on University Govern- Recommendaance -- well, let me start by saying that I think we should tions for
Interim Action
take these items in our propos~l paper in the order of the
by
Committee
numbered paragraphs and first 1,,n paragraph "I", the Commiton University
tee has added a paragraph in an effort to meet some of the
Go ernance :
several objections that were raised to our proposal at the
Student Standlast faculty meeting. The amendment has already been disa rds Committee
tributed and i .t is headed "Committee on University Governto F unction as
University
ance" and it's one fairly long paragraph.
St a ndards
Board
I should say that this amendment was drafted after
consultation with a number of faculty members who spoke
and raised objections to our proposal.
Let me just summarize briefly these -- this amendment. Do all of you have it, or should I read it? I
guess probably everybody has it.
The first attempt was to insure that the new University
Standards Board, or the Students Standards Board, 1n
.act.
ing as a University Standards Board, may deal W'i~z
Asubstantial or frivolous complaints. It is given authority to
dismiss without a hearing if it feels that a complaint is
frivolous or insubstantial.
The amendment also spells out that the complaint mu st
be in writing and that it must specifically state the details of what is complained against.
Second, the amendment attempts to make it clear that
before making a formal complaint, the complainant must exhaust the normal channels of redress, starting with departmental and college channels. The amendment also gives the
Board authority to conduct its own informal inquiry before
conducting a formal hearing, if it wants to.
It also
specifies that the Board shall have authority to pursue
efforts at informal conciliation or ways of handling the
complaint without going through a formal hearing procedure.
If it's dissatisfied with any one of these points and
f~els that the complaint is insubstantial, it may dismiss
without a hearing.
Then we also tried to deal with the difficult proble m
?f complaints against grading. We all recognize that g rad l.ng .
is a matter for the instructor and that it's only the
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extreme or arbitrary or unusual case in which there should
be a hearing procedure. We are following here what is the
policy stated in the Joint Statement on Rights and Duties
of Students, which I believe was approved by this Faculty
last year and more recently in the draft statement on student
participation in college and university government, which
has been adopted by Committee "T" of the A.A.U.P. and was
published in the spring of 1970 issue of the A.A.U.P. bulletin.
That statement says students should be heard with respect
to the grading system. They should also have clearly established means of recourse against prejudice or capricious
grading .
The burden is on the student to show that the grade
he has been given is not simply a matter of judgment as to
his academic performance, but it is up to him to show that
the grade was somehow personal or capricious or that nonacademic considerations entered into the grade. If that's
the case, then he must have some sort of -- of a remedy.

Finally we considered adding a phrase to make it
clear that course content could not be complained against.
I think one of the speakers -- I think it was "Sandy" Cohen,
~uggested that that might also be needed.
But we decided
in the last analysis not to include that because, again,
While course content is normally something for the instructor,
there may be an extreme case and let me give the example:
Let's say a course on physics where the instructor takes
the whole semester talking about the war in Vietnam.
In
other words, if the professor goes off riding some hobby
horse of his own and-limply doesn't deal with the subject
that the course is supposed to be dealing with, then we
fee! the student should have room for complaint.
Now the Weihofen Committee -- that is the Committee
on Rights and Responsibilities of Students -- has also been
w~rking through this academic year on this general question of a judicial procedure and a ·grievance procedure.
The Weihofen Committee has now finished its draft and -a draft on a students standards Board. Their draft is in
a good deal more detail than this interim proposal. They
are waiting to present that draft to the faculty in the
fall, together with a statement on the rights of students
at D.N.M., and also something on the rights of teaching
and graduate assistants. That fuller Weihofen report,
~ good deal of the language, and particularly the language
in this amendment, has been drawn from that report. We h a v e

5-19-70
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collaborated closely with them. That Weihofen report is
going to have to go through the normal procedures.
~tis
going to have to go in the first instance to the Policy
committee and probably other committees . This means that
it probably will be along, well along in the next academic
year, probably January, just as a guess, before the faculty
will be ready to act on that.
For that reason we feel
there is still a need for an interim griev~nce procedure.
We want to emphg.size that our recommendations are
temporary.
This is -- will only be in effect until the
faculty takes action on _the more permanent proposal. But
we also feel there may be an advantage to having this
interim kind of trial run of this kind of procedure, and
that the experience with it may be of benefit to the Faculty when it comes to considering in more detail the
fuller proposal of the Weihofen Committee.
TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. Hoyt, may I ask you now to put
this on the floor, if you so desire, including this change
or whatever you wish -- however you wish to approach it?
I move the adoption of paragraph "I" of
HOYT
Yes.
our interim recommendations.
TRAVELSTEAD
May I suggest, since the parliamentarian tells us we do not now have a motion on the floor,
maybe you need to put this as an amendment, as an amendment on the floor including the whole thing.
HOYT

I would like to do so.

I so move.

TRAVELSTEAD
This is really "I", second "I", including the addition of this paragraph?
.
HOYT
Including the amendment which follows after -withi n the jurisdiction of the other judicial body at the
end of the second indented paragraph. Would you like me to
read the amendment?
TRAVELSTEAD
I think it's understood. Everybody
ha s a copy of it. Now we have -- is there a second to that
motion?
PRO'P.'!!SSOR THORSON

Second.

in
TRAVELSTEAD
Motion is "I" of that proposal, includd'g the ~aragraph which has just been added.
It is open for
iscussion.

5-19-70
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PROFESSOR TAILBY
at this time?
TRAVELSTEAD

I s ~ proposed amendment in order

Yes.

TAILBY
I represent someone's fine Italian hand for
a moment. I would like to make a proposal that the motion
just heard be amended in the following way, and then I would
like also to subsequently speak to my amendment.
With respect to the Committee on University Governance,
Interim 'lecommendations, as appearing on the pamphlet handed
out prior to th~eeting, line two where the substance of
the Committee's recommendations are beginning, that is to
say with the beginning of the second paragraph, that the words
"Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee" be substituted for
"Student Standards Committee"; that lines twelve and thirteen
-- not thirteen and fourteen, but twelve and thirteen on
the amendment sheet that was passed around, lines twelve and
thirteen, that the language be revised to read, beginning
with line twelve:
"or students - against any faculty member."
And with a deletion of "against any other member or group
of members of that community."
That at the bottom of that same page, beginning with
line ninet~en, "In cases in which there has been a recommendation for a sanction against a student" and following
through with the rest of that line onto the next page and
following through to "before making his decision." It's
that language be deleted.
Then I believe that also the final paragraph, beginning with "These provisions do not affect" et cetera, on
down through and including "in the particular case'', that
that entire paragraph be deleted.
I so move, that these
changes be m a:le.
TRAVELSTEAD

Is there a second to that motion?

(Seconded. )
TRAVELSTEAD
May I ask you, stating it positively,
to be sure that we do understand, would you then read what
would be left so we know what we are debating?
~ ~~

ar-~~

TAILBY
Thank you .
Beginning with
.,,ynaer
0
"~ mmittee on University Governance, Interim 1-_ecommendations," the language would read as follows:

5-19-70
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0

"In addition to and separate from its functions de scribed above, the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee
shall also function" et cetera.
Further down the page, beginning with line nine, to
get the full sense:
"This Board shall hear complaints and charges which
may be brought before it by any member or group of members
of the University academic community - faculty, administrators, or ssudents - against any faculty member. The Board
shall hear cases which are not within the jurisdiction of
other judicial bodies."
Then picking up on line eighteen :
"Appeals shall be to the President of the University .. In q.ny case in which the President of the University disqualifies himself, appeal shall be to the Board
of Regents . "
That wou ld terminate at that point.
TRAVELSTEAD
Thank you.
sion on this amendment.
TAILBY
speak to this.

We are open for discus-

I asked if I could also have the floor to

TRAVELSTEAD

Yes, you may.

TAILBY
I think that you will recognize the sense
of this proposed amendment.
It is, in effect, to try and
maintain a certain modicum of authority within the hands
of the faculty group .
If you will observe the composition
of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee, wh ich is included just for information at the bottom of the amendment
sheet, you will discover there are nine regular members and
five alternates, all of whom happen to be tenured faculty
members as ~composition of the Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee,Awhereas the composition as of the present time
for this Student Standards Committee ~ i s t s of four
s
faculty members, four student members, other representati~
not voting. You will observe that witliin the framework
of the amendment not -- I am sorry, within the framework
0 ~~he proposal put forward by Professor Hoyt, that quite
b~~~d powers are given to the student Standards Committee.
1 think we can find much with which we can a g r e e ~ ;,_,_~-e_a:;r

5-19-70
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Professor Hoyt has said, and I think that it is well that
there be a body on the University performing this function
on an interim basis .
I question personally the wisdom of
giving this authority to a body consisting of four faculty
members , four student members, having equal representation
and I, therefore, would urge all of you to give very careful consideration to the implications of the motion that was
presented to us for action by Professor Hoyt.
TRAVELSTEAD
Since this -- these complaints were
in favor of the amendment, I will now recognize somebody who
1ild be speaking against the amendment.
PROFESSOR MILLER
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr . Chairman.

Mr. Mi ller.

MILLER
I had a ques tion. I wonder if the Chairman
of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee is here? I
would like to get his comment, get his reaction on the
comments.
TRAVELSTEAD
Is Mr . Drummond here? He is not here.
I will recognize Mr. Van Dresser. I assume you are speaking
against the amendment?
STEVEN VAN DRESSER
A few days ago there were some
incidents on this campus involving the National Guard.
I
doubt very seriously if the faculty would give any validity
to the results of the investigation conducted by the National
Guard of their own disorder behind clos e . doors. Now we have
a proposal that grievances by students should be brought
before one of the very few remaining committees on this University that , fuave absolutely no student representation. I
think you could expect as much credibility from the students
regarding the faculty policy -- Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee against their complaints as we can expect from
the National Guard to find fault with themselves.
TRAVELSTEAD

You speak in favor or against the motion?

VAN DRESSER

Against it.

TRAVELSTEAD
I will recognize the man in back, if
it's in favor of the motion.
PROFESSOR TELLY
I am in favor of the motion Mr. Tailby
Presented, and as we said at the last meeting, at the risk of
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being laughed at, at the risk of being jeered, again I would
like to say a couple of things and speak where I think the
faculty should speak at this time, at this very important
motion.
It seems to me that on Monday when we made what I
think is an improper and ridiculous decision since the
National Guard has been brought up, at that time we had one
side; at that time we had one side, who were for the strike,
a very small group. At that time we had those who we re
against the strike, a very small group, and in there in
the middle were all of us who refused to speak. All of
us stood there like dummies and said nothing and I was one
of them, and I am tired of it .
I am saying this because I think that it's time that
the faculty becomes reasonable and we did not use reason at
that time because we were all unnerved, because of what happened due to the National Guard, and I recognize that we
should be unnerved because of something like that happening. We should condemn it. But we should not lose our
reason or abdicate our position as faculty on this campus
and that's what we have done when we passed that thing on
Monday.
But we passed it, and that was the majority vote
and all the rest of it, and I want to say that I respect and
admire gentlemen like Mr. Tomasson and all those who are
in the middle row, because at least -- at least they stood
up and they said something. They said something which I
disagree with, but at least they had the guts to stand up
and say it.
They all met, I understand, at his house and
planned it all so that all the rest of us, unknowingly,
would be here.
But they had the guts to get up there and
say what they believed.
But the rest of us stood here, like
ninnies just standing around letting the rest, that small
group, push us around or at least make us vote irrationally.
.
Now we are in a position where we are coming to the
P?int of faculty and the position of a faculty member and
his rights, and academic freedom is what we are talking about
here. We are talking about the rights of the faculty.
If
the faculty is to have any rights at all, if they are to
~ave any responsibility whatsoever, they must judge ~hemselves.
e cannot be judged by students.
If they are to be Judged
by students, then there is no longer any University .
I maintain strongly and unequivocally that there is
no need for a University if the students know everything.
There is no need whatsoever . There is a library over here
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that has all of the knowledge in the world and anyone can
go over there -- (laughter) -- a bad library, but most libraries h ave it -- all right, so anybody can go to the library, go to the library at Harvard, ten million volumes
or whatever i t has, and everybody can learn everything there
is to know. All right.
But assume at least people can't
do this because they need somebody else who supposedly has
something to profess, to give them knowledge.

C

Now , supposedly, if we have something to say then we
ought to be able to say it and the students should somewhat
listen and not tell us what to teach and not tell us
to
judge us, and put us in scare tactics so that we are so
afraid that the student will throw us out, or put us in
mockery, as often happens at that Students Standards Committee.
I say that if the faculty goes for something like
this they have again, like Monday, abdicated their responsibility and the biggest problem with this University -other unive~sities these days -- is that the faculty in
others are abdicating their responsibility and all we have
got left instead of quality is mediocrity and I hope I don ' t
ave to be a part of it.
PROFESSOR MEIER
Point of personal privilege.
I
think I can speak for Professor Tomasson, too . All of the
-- I was present at that nefarious meeting on Sunday at
Doctor Tomasson 's -TELLY

I didn't call it nefarious.

MEIER
And I wish to inform the faculty, ironically,
that none of the things allegedly planned there came off in
the Monday meeting.
TRAVELSTEAD
Thank you.
I will now recognize Mr .
Cott rell whom I assume is speaking on the other side of the
issue .
Yes. The amendment, as proposed by ~r .
COTTRELL
Tailby and supported by Mr . Telly would , in effect, create
an academic freedom and tenure policy for the Uni versity and
I am somewhat under a -- under the impression that since I
am looking at it here that we already have one. I serve
on that Committee . What Mr. Tailby proposes doing to the
m~tion before us today is really not facing the issue but
diverti ng to talk about something else. Now if you do not
want to have a student Standards Committee, let ' s talk about
that and not hide it with a group of amendments that would
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put us back with something we already have . I read section
sixteen and this will sound just like what you have amended,
Don:
"Seeming violations of academic freedom anywhere on
the campus may be properly brought to the attention of the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee." This is in the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Policy, everything that would
be covered in this proposed -- this report from the Committee on University Governance would become nothing more than
a second academic and freedom and tenure policy . It very
likely will conflict in places with the other policy. So
I urge the faculty to be responsible and to kill the amendment and let's get back to talking about the essence of
what the report from the Governance Committee was .
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Rigsby, you still want to talk?

DAVID RIGSBY
MILLER

Call the question.

TRAVELSTEAD
MILLER

Do you want the question?

Yes, let's vote on it.

TRAVELSTEAD
MILLER

No.

Are you moving the previous question?

Yes.

PROFESSOR RIED

Second.

The motion has been moved and seconded.
TRAVELSTEAD
·
ques t 1· on say "aye",·
All those in favor of moving t h e previous
opposed "no" . The "ayes" have it and we will vote on the
Is that supposed to be two-thirds?
previous question.
EUBANK

Right.

TRAVELSTEAD
Anybody want to call for a division on
that last? I rule it was two-thirds unless someone wishes
to challenge the ruling.
We are voting on the amendment presented by Mr. Tailby.
All those in favor of that amendment say "aye"; opposed "no".
I rule that the amendment fails.
TAILBY

Like to have a count.
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TRAVELSTEAD
A division of the house has been called
for. All those in favor of the amendment presented by Mr.
Tailby please stand.
I think we can do it probably altogether.
In favor of the amendment presented by Mr. Tailby.
All those opposed to the amendment please stand.
The count is f i f t ~ r and ninety against.
now back to the original motion. Yes?
PROFESSOR ALPERT
fessor Cottrell.
I would
ment, propose the faculty
on the Students Standards
faculty members be chosen
That's my motion.
TRAVELSTEAD

We are

I am sorry to disappoint Prolike to propose another amendrepresentatives presently serving
Committee be discharged and new
by popular vote of the faculty.

Let's get a second.

(Seconded. )
TRAVELSTEAD
didn't hear.

Would you repeat that?

Some of them

ALPERT
The faculty representatives presently serving on the Student Standards Committee be discharged and
new faculty members be chosen by popular vote of the faculty.

to it

'

TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. Alpert.

It's been seconded and you may speak

ALPERT
It seems to me if we are going to give the
Student Standards Committee this additional power that the
representatives of the faculty should be rechosen so that
these could be our own choice as to who is representing us
0 ? this faculty.
I guess that's all I need to say at this
b.me.
TRAVELSTEAD
well, we will have somebody against the
amendment. Mr. Th orson.
THORSON
I would like to speak against the amendment. Perhaps Professor Alpert isn't conscious of the fact
that the faculty members do, indeed, presently select all
committee members of this university. The Committee
(There was a general calling of "no".)
THORSON

If you allow me to finish my sentence, wh a t
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the Policy Committee does is recommend members of standing
committees and the faculty usually, I agree, rubberstamps
it. I would suggest that if Professor Alpert and others
feel strongly that more attention should be paid to this,
I would concur totally.I and perhaps we should go this way.
But I think - - I think perhaps we should pay more attention
to the overall committee structure that is presented by
the Policy Committee at the last meeting of the year rather
than to amend this.

;[ wi' I/
TRAVELSTEAD ~cognize somebody who wishes to speak
in favor of the motion. Mr. Cohen.

,

Point of information.
PROFESSOR COHEN
the present faculty members?
TRAVELSTEAD

Yes, we can.

Can you name

Mr. Durrie can, I think.

SECRETARY DURRIE
Carey -- I guess Judith Carey, R.
W. Lewis, and I think he has resigned
COTTRELL

He resigned.

DURRIE
Omid'varan, Robert Walker, and the alternates are Bransford and D~tt.
TRAVELSTEAD

Yes, Mr. MacCurdy.

PROFESSOR MAC CURDY
May we ask the parliamentarian
if this amendment is in order?
TRAVELSTEAD
ment in order?

Mr . Parliamentarian, is that amend-

EUBANK
would you check and see if the part of
the handbook that sets up this committee is a part of
the constitution? If it is, it is not.
DURRIE

It is not.

It's a bylaw.

EUBANK

Well, you are amending the bylaws.

TRAVELSTEAD
Is this a proper amendment to the motion on the floor, Mr. Parliamentarian?
EUBANK

bylaws .

I am asking you if it's a part of the
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COTTRELL

Yes.

TRAVELSTEAD

We said yes.

EUBANK
Then have the secretary read how the bylaws
shall be amended.
TRAVELSTEAD
us a minute.
DURRIE

We will look into that if you will give

Actually, I would think that the --

TRAVELSTEAD

Let's have your attention, please.

DURRIE
I would think that the parenthetical statement5 at the end of each statement of functions and responsibilities of the corrunitteE:"5"are not actually parts -- a
part of the bylaws .
I think that's whyz:~ut them in par entheses .
I think th@ l!1-l.uow tneMscl oce, ~~e functions
and responsibilities~ are part of the bylaws, but this
is my feeling.
I may be wrong.
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Alpert, you had a question?

ALPERT
I just question if the constitutionality of
my amendment is in question, why isn't the interim recorrunendation in question as well?
TRAVELSTEAD
It doesn't affect the constitution.
That 's what I think it is .
DURRIE

I can read this.

PROFESSOR ALEXANDER
Mr. Chairman, the bylaws do not
go Under the thirty-day rule as the regular part of the
constitution. They can be amended at any meeting at any
time by a majority vote.
DURRIE
That's correct.
the constitution on this.

I will read the section of

"This constitution may be supplemented by bylaws
adopted by a majority vote of the voting faculty.
Such bylaws
·
1
·
·
wi 1 normally include, one, the interpretations an d
.
implementations of this constitution; number two, the
tenure act of the University; number three, a statement of
Promotional policy· number four, a statement of the duties
and responsibiliti~s of standing corrunittees of the Univ ersity
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Faculty," and you note that that does not say "composition";
and, five, other Faculty regulations.
COTTRELL
Chairman.

I would like to clarify one thing,

TRAVELSTEAD

1r.

Mr. Cottrell.

COTTRELL
The Policy Committee, in making nominations,
and the faculty, in electing them, have never elected a
number different from those specified without first taking
action to amend the structure of that committee and I think
when we say other Faculty regulations, what we are including is the composition of the Faculty, the way it's elected
as a part of the bylaws. Professor Alexander's point,
though, the bylaws can be amended and that would be fine,
but I think your motion, Professor Alpert, was really an
amendment of the bylaws for this Committee rather than an
amendment for the Board of Governance.
TRAVELSTEAD
That was my impression.
Parliamentarian, will you straighten us out?
EUBANK

Would -- Mr.

He is amending the bylaws.

So it is not a proper question for
TRAVELSTEAD
amendment on the floor?
EUBANK
He shouldn't be amending the motion.
should be amending the bylaws.

He

TRAVELSTEAD
If there's another motion on the floor
can we pursue this amendment of the bylaws?
EUBANK
the same time.

You can have two amendments on the floor at

TRAVELSTEAD
we have two amendments on the floor;
one is an amendment to the motion and the other is an
amendment to the bylaws.
ALPERT

Where was the amendment to the motion?

TRAVELSTEAD
I am sorry. We have a motion on the
floor, and the amendment was killed, yes.
ALPERT

How do you rule on this case, then?

TRAVELSTEAD

I don't know whether you might
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ALPERT
My comment, I personally don't want to get
involved in the legalistic aspects of this.
I want to give
this Faculty a fair chance to select the people that are
going to judge them.
However, this can be worded and perhaps Professor Hoyt can make this change in his motion; I
would like this Faculty to have that choice, which I don't
think they have now, by their rubber stamp approval of this
Committee before it had these new duties.
Regardless of the
legalistic aspects, I would like the faculty to express
themselves.

,...

MILLER
When are the new committees going to be
established for the next year?
At the June meeting.

COTTRELL

MILLER
That's next month, at which time any member
can object to any member of the Committee.
That is right.

COTTRELL
the floor.
MILLER

And make nominations from

So what we are talking about --

TRAVELSTEAD

I will recognize Mr. Smith.

VICE PRESIDENT SMITH
Mr. Chairman, I am truly sorry
to muddy the murky water, but if this isn't an amendment to
the Faculty bylaws, it's amending the constitution of the
Associated Students which sets forth explicitly the membership of the Student Standards Committee.
TRAVELSTEAD
I would like to rule this amendment out
of order right now, Mr. Alpert, for reasons given on the
floor and continue the discussion on the motion.
Yes, will you identify yourself?
PROFESSOR GISSER
Professor Gisser, Department of .
Economics.
I would like to move that we amend the inter
~~commendations by adding the following paragraph, and I
11 1 explain later:
"The University Standard$ Board should
and charges, which are strictly non-academic
Particulas complaints and charges should not
and examination content-r choice of textbook#
Th
':)I
e Board shall hear complaints about grades

hear complaints
in nature.
refer to cours e
and grades.
provid ,4!d that

Jn
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these complaints are non-academic in nature ( e.g., discriminatiory, and provided that all other channels of appeal
have been exhausted.
The Board should hear C_92TI}3.laints
about course and examination content5provided~ese complaints are non-academic in nature ( e.g., Gt,.,prof essor devoting
the entire semester to Vietnam instead ofAteaching economics)and provided that all other channels of appeal have been
exhausted."
I think I was a little bit disappointed with your
amendment.
TRAVELSTEAD
May we get your -- before you start
speaking to it, have you put this in the form of a motion?
Is your motion complete?
GISSER

Yes.

TRAVELSTEAD

Could we get a second to it?

(There were several seconds.)
TRAVELSTEAD
would you make clear, please where that
would go in the motion already before us?
GISSER

Oh, I couldn't care less.

TRAVELSTEAD
Well, it's rather important. Are you
substituting that for all of it, or one of these paragraphs?
GISSER

No.

TRAVELSTEAD
GISSER
ment.

No.
It's in addition?

It's in addition.

TRAVELSTEAD

All right, you can speak to the amend-

MILLER
Will. someone please say what he is proposing?
I could not hear a word.
GISSER
I proposed adding a paragraph to the inter
recommendations .
MILLER
l

ouder.

What does it say?

TRAVELSTEAD

They didn't hear it.

You should speak
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GISSER

All right, I will read it again.
.dL

"The University StandardsBoard s h ~ hear complaints
and charges,.; which are strictly non~~~i~emic in nature. ~.In..
particular?complaints and c h a r g e s ~ not refer to course
and examination contents, choice of textbooks and gr:~s.
The Board shall hear complaints about grades provid..e
that
these complaints are non-academic in nature(e.g., discriminatio~, and provided that all other channels of appeal
have been exhausted. The Board should hear ~-SElaints
about course and examination conten~provide~hese
complaints are non-academic in nature (e.g. ~professor
devoting the entire semester to Vietnam instead of teaching
economics)and provided that all other channels of appeal
have been exhausted."
Did you hear that now?
MILLER

Yes.

TRAVELSTEAD
Do you have all that in writing that
we can use up here for reference, or do you need it? All
right, you may speak to it.
GISSER
I think the main reason why I move that we
add this paragraph is that I am not satisfied with the fact
~n your motion, Hoyt, you mentioned grading. I think grading is insufficient. I think we should separate
academic affairs and other affairs, and I don't feel personally that I want to -- that I want to take a grievance to
a board complaining about the choice of textbooks that I
have selected or the content of the course or the grading,
Provided, of course as r mentioned here, that the grading
.
'
is the problem -- is non-academic, and I think this is more
or less what I have to say about this amendment.
TRAVELSTEAD
Anybody else want to hear this paragraph? Could you hear it or do you want it repeated, or
do you want to speak to it? we have it in writing now and
it's clear and complete.
some of you may not have heard
it. Mr. Cottrell?
COTTRELL
r think most of the content of Professor
?is~er's motion probably would be reasonable on an inter~m
basis. One thing that does concern me is some of the things
are expressed in' another way in this other amendment, t h e
one the Conunittee itself added. I would sort o f hate e v e n
on an interim basis of six to eight months, have a polic y
statement where one paragraph speaks to it one way and the
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next speaks to it another .
I don't want to drag this out
and keep deferring action , but I think if it were the s nse
of the Faculty today that something like your amendment
should be added, perhaps we should refer the entire thing
back for two weeks to get the editorial work done betwe n
the two paragraphs because I think there's a lot of the
same things being said in a different way.
I would hate to have both amendments on there, unless
they were edited somewhat .
TRAVELSTEAD
We have spent forty-five minutes on his
item. Unless you suspend the rules, we will have to terminate it . Mr . Hoyt .
HOYT
I would just like to say that I don't stron ly disagree with anything Professor Gisser h s s id.
In
fact, I think our intent is the same.
I think mos of h
language we have tried to cover in our amendment, giving
discretion to the Committee to cover tne rest of it. 'rh
reason I wouldn't like to see any difference in here is
practically all the language in our amendment is gone rom
the Weih:xen draft , which they have labored over for at le
a semester and I would hate to introduce now some new
language that wasn't thought through that carefully.
TRAVELSTEAD
I will have to rule this out o order
unless someone wishes to continue this topic and you will
ave to get the sense of the body to do so.
It's fortyfive, forty-six minutes .
PROFESSOR BAUGHMAN
Mr. Chairman, we have spent th
whole time debating the amendment.
I think we need some
time to debate the motion .
I move we suspend the time.
TRAVELSTEAD
BAUGHMAN

inutes

For how long?
Ten minutes.

TRAVELSTEAD
It's been moved to extend the time ten
Is there a second?
('rhe motion was duly seconded.)

Is there discussion?
11 those in
TRAVELSTEAD
favor say "aye"; opposed "no".
'rhe motion is passed.
ave got ten minutes.
PROFESSOR LOGAN

I call the question on the amendment.
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I move the question.
(There were several seconds.)
TRAVELSTEAD
The last amendment, the only amendment
I guess now, has been moved, the previous question. All
those in favor of moving the previous question indicate by
''aye''; opposed ' ' n o ' ' . ~ ~ ~ ,
We will now vote on Mr. Gisser's amendment. All
those in favor of the motion please say "aye"; opposed
"no". All those favoring the motion please stand. This is
the last amendment, Mr. Gisser's amendment. All those
opposing the amendment.
I rule that the amendment has
failed.
BAUGHMAN

Mr. Chairman.

TRAVELSTEAD
THORSON

Mr. Baughman.

Mr. Chairman

TRAVELSTEAD
Baughman.

I didn't see you.

I recognized Mr.

BAUGHMAN
It occurred to me that if such a proposal
were to be made from Washington that is outlined on page one,
that the cries of this body would be heard from here to
Washington without any artificial amplification. I urge
you to read over that first page to see whether you can
stomach it before you vote on it.
There are a couple of other points. One is a matter
of policy. Every decision made by this Board will become
policy, become precedent and policy. The Student Standards
Board, or whatever you want to call it, does not make
policy: The Faculty makes policy and that's you. On the
other hand, the disciplining of faculty members is not a
faculty matter.
It is clearly in the administrative sphere
and for some reason or other people on this Faculty don't
seem to recognize that there is a clear line drawn between
Personnel which is handled by the Faculty -- I am sorry,
by the administration.
I can see why they would like to
~et rid of some of this but it just isn't legal and this
is one of the reasons they
'
are paid more than the rest o f

Us.

Now the Faculty makes policy.

The administration
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handles personnel problems, including faculty discipline.
If you pass this, it's clearly unconstitutional just on the
face of it.
Furthermore, this body would have -- this
Boacd would have student representatives, as you all know,
and this is not according to the constitution, either, for
disciplining of faculty members.
I suggested the ombudsman a year or more ago and it's
been suggested at other times.
I think the ombudsman would
help any number of situations over the year and I think
still it would, and I think it would take care of an awful
lot of these problems.
If this motion passes, if this proposal passes, I will
tell you what I will do.
I will simply not honor it.
I will
exercise my right of dissent, my right of conscientious objection. I can do that.
I have tenure and I have my professorship, and I am not bucking for anything. But everybody else can't do that. Everybody else doesn't have tenure.
Everybody else doesn't have his professorship. And remember,
too, that the complaints may not be the kind you want . The
complaints may be against the kind of thing you are teaching
and your approach.
The student may say, "This man has not
given the constitutional convention any fair shake at all;
all he has done has been to make fun of it the whole semester." And he looks around for counsel -- he has a right
to counsel in this kind of a litigation -- and he looks over
the state or the University for counsel and doesn't find anybody, looks over the state and he sees that there's a group
that's very vitally interested in this kind of thing and so
he decides that, "Well, a couple of those members are -- or
maybe the whole committee would be real happy to be on
campus. "
Now the main thing I would say, in closing, is the
F~culty has policy, the administration has charge of administration, and this includes discipline. The administrat·ion has charge of personnel.
I hate to sound as if I am lecturing the Faculty, but
I find that most faculty members do not know that there is
this clear line between policy and personnel.
I assume Mr. Baughman's remarks were
TRAVELSTEAD
ag .
ainst the motion on the floor and Mr. Yao, you have the
floor at this time and I will recognize you.
PROFESSOR JU

Ju, mechanical engineering.
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Ju; excuse me.

JU
I would like to talk a little bit on the amendment. When I first encountered the proposal at the last
April meeting, the statement seemed to be quite acceptable.
But after several weeks, after all the engineering student
has had a student variation of teaching ever since 1963.
There are many of us have been benefited by this program.
But after weeks of thought I began to see some difference
in them, in our program. The purpose has been to establish
a communication between students and teachers. The aim is
to improve teaching and also improve teachers' compassion
and the result, I think both students and teachers have
been profited by a group between them.
In the present
proposal, however, I can see the purpose is to establish
a court of justice and the same is to punish the persons
who did wrong.
I am afraid the result will be strained
relationship between student and teachers.
It seems
commendable for the proposal to act in direction to the
civil liberty union for equity and honorable prevention
of bringing students' rights.
To vote against this seems
to vote against the student body, but if this interpretation so simple as Joe McCarthy did in the early fifties,
I think on the contrary the students will be profited more
by the liberal atmosphere in the University where faculty
can expound on it with all sorts, without fear of persecution, and without fear from harassment even by the smallest group of student body.
This proposal could just do that.
TRAVELSTEAD
minutes are up.
JU

May I interrupt you, Mr. Ju?

Our ten

Okay.

I have trouble finding which side of
TRAVELSTEAD
this question you are on, too.
JU
I would like to move
finish in a hurry here -TRAVELSTEAD
JU

No.

in other words, let me

You want to move we extend the time?

My motion --

1RAVELSTEAD

I will let you finish a sentence, then.

JU
Okay.
I think that all of us are kind of tired
after three meetings, faculty meetings in the last two weeks
and quite few of you getting pretty emotional in most of the
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discussions, and I don't think we have time for full debate
on this issue, so I move we table the proposal indefinitely.
(Applause.)
TRAVELSTEAD

The move to table.

Is there a second?

(There were several seconds.)
TRAVELSTEAD
A simple majority is required. All those
inf avor of the motion to table say II aye 11 ; opposed, 11 no".
I
rule that the motion passed to table.
THORSON

Division of the house.

TRAVELSTEAD
Division has been called. All those
on the top tier for the motion to table please stand.
(Thereupon the vote continued for the pro and con. )
TRAVELSTEAD
Voting for the motion to table is one
hun~red and one and agains1~t~motion sevent~-five. The
motion to table is passed .-~.1'1ove to the next item on the
agenda.
A.
Recommendation concerning composition of Athletic
Council. Professor Cottrell for the Policy Committee.
COTTRELL
Mr. Chairman, I have talked with Professor Change in
Composition
Hufbauer, the maker of the next resolution, and we feel that of Athletic
since the two resolutions are related that we would like to Council
have both of them included in the time limit of forty-five
minutes of debate rather than dragging this out for fortyfive minutes on each. I, with permission of the house,
would like to proceed with the understanding that my recommendation on behalf of the Policy committee and Mr. Hufbauer's
Will be covered in the total forty-five minutes .
TRAVELSTEAD
COTTRELL

You make that in the form of a motion?
Yes, I move that.

(Seconded.)
TRAVELSTEAD
Discussion? This is to combine these
two items in the forty-five-minute period. All those in
favor of the motion "aye"; opposed "no". The "ayes"hav e it,
and the motion is passed, Mr. Cottrell.

•

I
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COTTRELL
On behalf of the Policy Committee I would
move the following motion: That the composition of the
Athletic Council be six faculty members, including the
Chairman nominated by the Policy Committee for at least
four colleges, three undergraduate and one graduate student
member, and one alumni member. Also the Director of
Athletics ex officio. Now this leaves the size
I move this.
PROFESSOR PROUSE

Second.

COTTRELL
This makes it the same as it currently is
in which we have nine faculty and two students. I think one
of the major concerns that we have in studying this question, and later discussing with the Athletic Council and
with student government, was that there be adequate number
of people to represent the student view, that there be not
just one undergraduate and one graduate. It probably woul d
have been, but that we add to a total of four students and
then the suggestion came back to us from the Athletic Council that they consider one alumni number, and in this very
sensitive area of University function. As far as the alumni
is concerned, both the committees involved felt this would
be wise, that there should be a liaison person here, so we
did end up then holding the committee size the same.
The main issue is cutting the number of faculty from
nine to six and to make room for other representatives.
This is one of the areas of University function that is of
wide concern to all. The students quite adequately argue
that this was a taxation without representation or without
a fair representation and those -- some of you may disagree
.
with
this, please stop' for a moment and think that each
student, whether they desire to or not, pays t wenty-eight
~ollars a year for athletic privileges. They have no c h oice
in this. This is included in their tuition. To have them
b~ a very minor part of the committee which advises the
director of athletics and the administration in matters of
a~hletic policy r think would be unfair and the Policy Committee concur~ in this.
Consequently, we recommend that they be given a broader voice and the number of students be increased from two
to f our in addition to the alumni· me mb er.
TRAVELSTEAD
Anyone who wishes to speak against
this motion? Anybody else wish to speak for t h e motion?
Ready for the question?
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PROFESSOR HUFBAU~R
Professor Travelstead, I think
it would be profitable if I were to raise my own resolution,
which speaks to these general areas, before -TRAVELSTEAD
HUFBAUER

As a part of the discussion?

As a part of the discussion, yes.

TRAVELSTEAD

You are recognized.

HUFBAUER
I have proposed two resolutions: One is
relevant to what Professor Cottrell has just said and the
other is not. I will deal with the irrelevant resolution,
which appears as item one on the page immediately following the page on which Professor Cottrell's resolution
appears.
PROFESSOR KARNI
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Chairman, point of order.

Mr. Karni.

KARNI
If we are to vote on the resolution of the
composition of the Athletic Council, maybe we should get that
out of the way.
TRAVELSTEAD
on that, I believe.

He claims this is relevant to the vote

HUFBAUER

It is.

COTTRELL

The second part.

HUFBAUER
The second part. Let me deal with this
first one, which is not relevant in a word.
This resolution says that faculty chairmen of
standing committees shall not serve for more than five
e. 0nsecuti ve years. As I understand it, this is
· area
1
d Y the
1..normal
f
policy of the Policy Committee and what I am trying to do here is to formalize it in light of the very
few exceptions to this informal rule.
I think that the
~~asons for the five-year rule, which I think is a fairly
1.beral one, are adequately stated.
They were ade~uat~ly
stated by Mr. Townsend in his book on "Up the Organization
Which he said after three or five years you should "throw
the bums out", referring to directors of corporations, t o
managers of corporations.
11

It does seem to me that five years is adequate f or

Limitation to
Terms of Commi t tee Chairmen
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one chairman to conduct the affairs of a single committee.
Now to turn to the second resolution which speaks,
I believe, to the substance of Professor Cottrell's recommendation.
Since this resolution was concocted in earlier q u ieter times, I would like to review t h e history of it, and t h at
history is briefly this: Some months ag6 the Athletic
Council came up for discussion and there was a report before
the Faculty.
The next day in the Lob o the Chairman of t h e
Policy Committee suggested that the Athletic Council mi ght
be enlarged to contain more student members and the fo l lowing day or two days later the matter was brough t before t h e
Policy Committee and the announcement was made that, indeed,
it would enlarge along the lines suggested.
I interpreted this chain of events as representi n g
a less vigorous defense of faculty prerogatives on the part
of the Policy Corrunittee than I, for one, would like to see.
I think that the issue has already come before us today in
another form.
I won't belabor it.
I would see that the issue ~sed by the Athletic
Council is hardly a major battle inAgreat debate o f ~
faculty or non-faculty control of aj{niversity .
It's a
very minor skirmish.
But I think this is the h eart of t h e
issue.
The intent of the resolution, this number t wo whi c h
I purport, is to urge the Policy Committee to g ive g rea t er
attention to faculty prerogatives when they are considerin g
the composition of committees and specifically not to weaken
faculty control in those committees, which are essential l y
controlled by the faculty, without a good deal further
consideration than I think was given in t h is particular case.
1 think that's the general issue.
Many people can make u p
their minds on the basis of what has been said.
I would address a few words just to t h e specifics,
t he mechanics.
this:

The resolution, the way I have worded it, prov i d es
That in a nine-member committee, there would be --

PROFESSOR SPOLSKY
Point of order, Mr. Chairman .
1 Understand there is a resolution on the f loor and n ow we
are hearing about another resolution.
Is th a t to be moved

Limitation tc
Number of
Non-Fa c ulty
Committee
Members
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as an amendment?
TRAVELSTEAD
May I explain how I view this? I t
seems to me that the second part that he is now s eak ing to,
Mr . Spolsky, is quite related to t h e motion on t he floor and
it would have -SPOLSKY

He is talking about a res o l ution.

TRAVELSTEAD
Well, let's av oid t h e wo rd "re s olution"
righ t now, if you will please.
HUFBAUER

Excuse me .

TRAVELSTEAD
I rule it is relevant b ecause it dos
hav e to do with the constitution o f a c ommi ttee .
Back to the mechanics.
I n a n i n e - memb r
HUFBAUER
committee, there would be, accordi n g to my mecha nics, no
more than three voting non-faculty member s.
It s eems to me
that those three voting non-faculty members, i f t hey h ve
an issue on which there is a faculty - non- f aculty s plit,
ca n use their arts of persuasion to swing ove r two fac ul y
members and thus obtain a majority of the committee , i
indeed they have a just, reasonable, and log ical po it'on .
The resolution says nothing about t h e number of nonvoting members.
That can be withou t limit.
I would like to make just o n e word a bout the excep tions that I have noted here.
You will notice that a great many committees a l re ady
do not follow the formula prescrib ed.
I t h i nk t hi s is indicative of the extent to which faculty control o f t he University has been weakened.
TRAVELSTEAD
As I understand Mr. Huf bauer 's r e marks,
t ey would be against the motion o n the f loor b ecause of
the constitution, the way the commi ttee is c ons t ituted ;
1r . Cottrell.
COTTRELL
I would like t o t a k e some issue with r .
Hufb auer on a vigorous defense of the f a culty prerogative
nere because only tradition gives fa cul ty p r e r og tive in th
ath letic program.
I wou l d l ike to ask why, basically, should
e be involved at all? I t h i nk we defended the faculty in
t i s. The department, the f a c ulty -- if you want my own vie ,
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perhaps the administration and students should set up the
Athletic Council and determine what the athletic policy
should be. Give me one reason why the faculty should have
anything to do with the Athletic Council. Just one good
reason .
FACULTY MEMBER
TRAVELSTEAD

Because the students --

That was a rhetorical question.

COTTRELL
We may like to see the events, but so do
the townspeople , so do the citizens of the community, and
we are not giving them any voice in this. We are not a e s d
any money . We have no role, really, to play, except that
every one of us wants to see that there's a good football
or basketball team .
(There was a general calling of "no".)
Okay, one of the possibilities we are concerned with
is the quality of performance of the athletes. In the ac demic field do we have to have an Athletic Council to do
tis? I say no .
I think we have exercised the very strong
faculty prerogative to keep five of the members -- ix o
the members of the committee to be committee member o
the faculty, but ask me to defend this to students, to
townsfolk, and to the administration.
I would be hard put
to defend it because I think maybe it should be faculty an
students committee, really , for this particular purpose.
So I think we have defended the students.
With respect to the comments that r. Hufbauer has
made with respect to what he will later make as a resolution
governing as a message to the Policy Committee on o erning
t e structure of various committees, I would remind you
that never has the Policy Committee changed the size of a
committee . That has always been brought to you, and that
Precisely is what we are here for today. Each one should
be argued on its own merits, until there should be more
~tudents, less students, more administrators, alumn~, or
at not.
That ' s what we are presenting here in this one
motion in the Athletic Council.
TRAVELSTEAD
or against?

Mr. Koschmann, do you wish to speak for

PROFESSOR KOSCHMANN

I would like to answer the
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rhetorical question of Professor Cottrell.
All right, I wil l recognize you, if it's
TRAVELSTEAD
a rhetorical answer.
KOSCHMANN
I am not particularly in favor or against
the constitution of this committee, but he asked why the
faculty is involved.
I think the answer to that is absolutely clear: Until we change the constitution, one of the
responsibilities that this Faculty is stated to have is
regulations affecting student life and activities . Now we
may not want to accept that responsibility -- some people
feel we shouldn't and there are many today that do not have
anything to do with certain student activities. But, nevertheless, when you ask why, that is very much the reason
why .
~
COTTRELL
But that change is in the process and
lfying on the table right now for the June meeting .
\./

Ask it at the June meeting and you will
KOSCHMANN
get a different answer .
Point of order. I am not sure that
PROFESSOR GREEN
items two and three of the first item, are on the table because we were discussing only item one.
TRAVELSTEAD

Are you talking about the time involved?

GREEN
No, I am talking about item one . We were discussing only "I" and nothing about "II" and "III".
TRAVELSTEAD

The Governance report has been tabled.

GREEN
No. The
thing that went to the table, was number one.

only

TRAVELSTEAD
You are questioning whether two and
three are on the table from last month? Is that it, Mr .
Green?
GREEN
No.
I was under the impression that we we re
discussing i·t em one, "I" of item one on the agenda.. There
.
Were two other items on that. Now since we were discussing
only that, I think that the tabling motion applied only to
What we were discussing.
TRAVELSTEAD

r

see a point well taken .

I do believe,
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however, that "III" was voted on and laid aside for thirty
days, Mr. Green, so that we can't act on it. But you are
saying we ought to act on "II" of the first item on the
agenda?
Mr. Hoyt, let me ask a question:
sue item two?

Do you want to pur-

HOYT
My understanding is that item two really belonged
with item one. Not much point in it if we are not going to
act on i tern one .
TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. Cottrell says he unfortunately
introduced what has caused the controversy. Mr . Parliamentarian, do we have to do anything about "II" to dispose
of it? It is still hanging in the air.
EUBANK

I suppose if you want to table it you could.

TRAVELSTEAD
We have another motion on the floor.
I rule it was tabled with number one, unless somebody wishes
to challenge that. That's "II" of the first item on the
agenda. Any challenge to that? We will be glad to discuss it or otherwise we will continue with the debate. Have
you used up your time, Mr . Cottrell?
COTTRELL
I don't think so, but may I clarify a
point? I think I raised this when I referred to the fact
that the constitutional amendment that was read before the
Faculty and approved on the first reading some months ago,
I said was on the table.
I meant that it's got its thirtyday waiting period.
It will be acted upon in June . That
wa s part of your question, Arnold, and I may have brought
up this whole question of tabling. I apologize.
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Barnett .

PROFESSOR BARNETT

J-,Mbve the question.

"

TRAVELSTEAD
The previous question has been moved.
Those in favor say "aye"; opposed "no". We will now vote
on the previous question, which is Mr . Cottrell's motion
about the constitution of the Athletic Council. Am I
correct on this?
COTTRELL
TRAVELSTEAD

Yes.
All those in favor of that motion say
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aye"; opposed 11 no 11 . The"ayes" have it and the motion is
passed. I will recognize Mr. Hufbauer.
11

HOFBAUER
Item number three on the agenda, the only
amendment would be to - - made to include the Athletic
Council . -TRAVELSTEAD

Just a minute.

HOFBAUER
among the listed exceptions in number
two. The exceptions are as follows, and then they are listed
and the Athletic Council can come after the administrative
committee in alphabetical order.
TRAVELSTEAD
HOFBAUER

Will you make a specific motion?
Yes.

TRAVELSTEAD

I said so.

I moved that .

On one and two?

HOFBAUER
Yes. I moved already one and two, and
for number two I have proposed the amendment that the
Athletic Council be listed among the exceptions.
TRAVELSTEAD

Is there a second to this motion?

(The motion was duly seconded.)
TRAVELSTEAD
Is the motion -- the motion is for
items one and two as they appear before you, with the
addition of the Athletic Council in those committees that
would be excepted.
Is this correct, Mr . Hufbauer?
HOFBAUER
Davis.

TRAVELSTEAD

That is right.
Now we are open for discussion.

Mr .

PROFESSOR DAVIS
I would like to move a division of
the two questions on the vote .
TRAVELSTEAD

Second to the division?

(There were several seconds.)
TRAVELSTEAD
Is there discussion on that~o~?
,
All those in favor say "aye"; opposed uno11. ~
-t: 1.,-c_ c=~/".
We will then discuss the first, the Arab ic number one .

- ·
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Mr. Dean.
PROFESSOR DEAN
is the resolution?
TRAVELSTEAD
number one.
DEAN

Wh at you separated, I understand,

We are going to vote on the resolution

Excuse me .

TRAVELSTEAD
Any discussion on resolution one, which
has to do with the time that a chairman would ordinarily
serve?
COTTRELL

I would like to rise in support of it if

I may, if it needs it.
(There was a general calling of "no". )
FACULTY MEMBER
call for the question.

I move the previous question and

TRAVELSTEAD
We are voting on the resolution number
one as presented by Mr. Hufbauer. All those in favor say
"aye"; opposed "no". The "ayes" have it and it is passed.
Now we will discuss item two, part two, which has
been separated from part one.
Now, Mr. Davis, y ou wanted
to discuss that? Is there discussion?
SPOLSKY
Does it change policy established -established policies and I understood from wh at he said
earlier, that primarily any change in the committee would
be brought to us so · in this fact it would be a meaningless
resolution .
TRAVELSTEAD

You want to answer that?

COTTRELL
Yes.
r think, in effect, it would be
m~aningless, Mr. Spolsky, becaus~he Faculty here sets the
size of those committees, just -lilts they elect them.
Some
of you may say you don't, but you elect them and you set
the size of them every year when we come in with the Policy
Comm·1.ttee with specific recommendations.
·
~to
All t h'1.sA1.s
memorialize the Policy Committee not to change the structure
of some of those committees. But if there are -- if there
is good reason and the Policy Committee in the f uture wans
t
to make some recommendation, they will come back and make a
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specific recommendation and if it's passed by the Faculty ,
as I see it, I just add another exception to this list.
TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. Hufbauer, is that the sense that
you wish to convey, to memorialize the Policy Committee to
do this?
HOFBAUER
I would like to reiterate what I said
earlier, and that is that I think the Policy Committee
needs to pay greater attention to the faculty prerogatives.
I agree with the mechanics of what y ou have just said . You
can come in next time, I hope, if this passes and it would
have some impact on your thinking and the extent of the
cornmi ttees .
JVtn.s

TRAVELSTEAD
PROFESSOR

I recognize Mr . Il e::s-.

JV/1(.S
'.liGEN6

Maybe Mr. Prouse will time my remarks.

think the statement I would like to make might be
relevant at this point .
I would like to suggest that if there
is a disproportion of membership on some of these committees
in favor of the students, that it's not an accident; that
there may, indeed, be some very good reasons why students
have been given increasing representation on some of these
committees, that this proportion that exists may be in
recognition of trends toward recognizing that students are
human beings, that they are rational, that they are capable
of examining issues.
I would suggest in light of the last
ten days on numerous occasions, and under greater pressures
with considerably more calm, with faculty members.
I think
we do have a real issue here .
I think this Faculty is
presently divided among the question of whether we are going
to.defend the citadel, just as she was, or whether we are
going to open up some windows and some doors and admit some
fresh air .
To mix my metaphors, to increase the amount of
students' participation in the management of this University.
I

.

I, for one, stand on the side of change and time as
it passes, and I happen to believe that students are human.
I sympathize deeply with my friends who fear that the Univ er sity
·
students who do speak up and who do have the courage
to express their convictions will take over the University.
I even share to some extent the concern of some of my
Colleagues who are troubled by the prospect of sharing the
running of the University with a group of students. But I
submit that we don't know what the students mean when they
talk about running the University or sharing in the
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University.
I submit, further, in the light of my experience on
the Governance Committee, that there hasn't been very much
effort made up to this point to find out what students mean
when they talk about sharing and running the University.
I don't think we even know what the Faculty means when we
talk about sharing in the running of the University.
I would plead with this Faculty to begin to let the
light of reason shine . on this issue .
I would plead with
this Faculty to quit parliamentarizing, or whatever you
want to call it -- quit tabling motions, quit evading
issues, and get down and face some of the questions that
really face us all.
(Applause. )
TRAVELSTEAD

Further discussion?

PROFESSOR NASON
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Nason.

NASON
I think there is one note that hasn't been
interjected into this debate, and I am afraid I, myseif,
am a little bit at odds with my good friend Wilson I~ns
and some others, and I certainly don't want to sound like
a rancid conservative.
I have never been one.
But my prof. s,s<c,-.,,,.,...f
-0·
· 1:____experience has led me into the Latin American field
where the exercise of student power is a matter of record,
~ver since the so-called reform movement of 1918 stemming
from the seat of Cordoba.
The students had a great deal
to.complain about then, as they probably have here in the
United States.
There was much to criticize and they very
simplistically concluded that the only solution was assumption of power,
student power; that's a phrase we have
heard today, not only among students, but among the various
g7oups.
Unfortunately, the exercise of power over the past
fifty years has not offered a very delicious scene in about
twenty republics to the south, and I sometimes think that
Americans are guilty of a bit of -- great bit of ethnical
eccentricity to refuse to look elsewhere and read the
records and see what really has transpired and in fact,
t 0 consider all things that occur as being peculiar
· 1y·
~orth American. Now this experience is almost international
in scope and it's a matter of record for almost anyone to
read. The point of fact of what's happening, I think, is
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that student power may be very effective if student groups
are well motivated. This is always open to question.
Student power in Latin America has found itself frustrated by
division among itself, in consequence of which it has
moved to positions of operating from power bases totally outside the university circles, and totally alien to really
central university concern.
Now I am not for a moment implying that students
should have nothing to say .
I think students are extremely good critics of the contemporary scene. But I think
their critical role, capacity, surpasses their capacity
for expertise in management and administration, and so I
think I would like to recommend, as one bibliography item,
as a footnote to my anomaly here, a report by Mr. Rudolph
Atkin who subsequently worked and taught in a number of
American, European, and Latin American universities. This
is called the Atkin Report, which is undoubtedly in the libra ry.
If it is not, I am sure it's available in Doctor
Angel's office in the College of Education in which Atkin
takes an extremely dim view of the utilization of student
power in the sense of direct student participation in
university government.
I submit this to the consideration
of the faculty.
I submit that there is a record for us to read and
we probably ought to take a look at it before we make any
specific determinations in our own case. Thank you.
TRAVELSTEAD

Further discussion on the motion before

US?

(Applause.)
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Rigsby.

DAVID RIGSBY
I would simply suggest that the key
is not student power.
The key word in this whole thing,
University governance, all-university governance, is the
word "share". ~'fhe students at this University do not
want to take over the University, do not want to run the
University, but the student institution in this institution
would like to share in the responsibility of its maintenance.
I think the students have a great deal to offer, a great
deal to offer to the school, and I think they would offer
t~at . But r would not think -- I would not speak irrationally and by speaking irrationally I am speaking in terms
Of s t udent power, because r don't think the question
'
'
is
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student power.
I think what the question is, whether or not
we are going to become a University conununity, a true community, or whether we are going to become a University dominated by one sector and that sector, I am afraid to say, could
become the faculty.
I don't think it's ever going to become
the students.
TRAVELSTEAD

t~ecognize
~

Mr. Rhodes.

JJ('I RHODES

I would second what he has just said
because I think that we often do forget that the students
can share, if we will let them share .
I am not very concerned about the actual constitution of the committees merely because I asked a question of one of the University lawyers the other night as to how much of a sanctuary -- because I feel that this is what has really destroyed the
South American university system, is that they make saIJ,tuaries out of the universities, so that the students could,
indeed, go out, destroy, come back and hide behind the
university.
This University has no sanctuary. The state
and city police can come on campus at any time and arrest
anybody who has committed a crime. As long as that holds
true, I don't think we have to worry if we allow the students
to share some of the governance of the University and, in
fact, I think that we will be a lot better off for it.
TRAVELSTEAD
I will recognize the gentleman on the
second tier.
Will you identify yourself?
PROFESSOR FRAKES . Larry Frakes, Geology Department.
I have been in South America a little bit so I know something
about the problems in the universities.
I don't pretend to
be an expert on it.
I would say that it's a little bit oversimplified
to take the view that students are having trouble in South
America because they are immature.
I think the answer is
really bound up with a certain degree, certainly, with prob~ems that South American governments have had in maintaining their stability.
In Argentina, for example, there have been military
dictatorships for on the order of thirty years and~rtainly can expect the students to revolt against such a problem.
TRAVELSTEAD

Any other discussion?
~

PROFESSOR MURPHY

Mr. Murphy .

I ~misreading this, but it's my feeling
~
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from the way it is stated that all it is asking is
sh re
for the faculty.
This is the way it seems to me, t a t e
faculty ' s share be given .
RHODES

A disproportionate share .

TRAVELSTEAD

Discussion on the motion?

(There were several calling for the question . )
TRAVELSTEAD
The question before us is item woo
the proposal ma de by Mr . Hufbauer, amended, I beli v, by
tr. Hufbauer , to include the Athletic Council among ho
committees excepted . All those in favor of t h is motion
"aye"; opposed " no " .
FACU,LTY MEMBER

Division of the house .

All those in favor of the mo ion 1
TRAVELSTEAD
ru
stand . All those against the motion please stand.
that the motion fails unless somebody wants an ccur
J
count .
Item number four , recommended policies relat d
appointment and continuation in office of depar ment
men. Professor Cottrell for the Policy Committee.

0

ch ir-

COTTRELL
Mr . Chairman, on behalf of the Policy
Committee , I would like to move the polic statement hat
you will find just immediately following the one th t w
have been discussing on committee structure.
I make that
otion .
TRAVELSTEAD

ppoin m n
nd con · nu -

tion in Of
o D
r
Ch irm n

Is there a second to the motion?

(The motion was duly seconded.)
It ' s been moved and seconded and is no
TRAVELSTEAD
open for discussion .
COTTRELL
I would like to yield to Professor P ter
Prouse, member of the subcommittee that has soent considerle time this year working on it, and any comments th t I
ay have to make I will reserve for later .
TRAVELSTEAD
PROUSE

The chair recognizes

I will make aver

rie

. Prouse.
report.

Two question

c
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have been repeatedly raised for the Policy Committee by
various faculty members over the years. These questions
are: Should not there be periodic review and evaluation
of departmental chairmen? And, secondly, shouldn't the
faculty be accorded some influence or more influence, rather,
upon the selection and continuation in office of those who
lead them as chairmen?
~

. In response to these requestsAthis problem be
studied, the Policy Committee appointed a subcommittee
to study this question and make its recommendations to the
Policy CornIT).ittee. The Policy Committee, itself, answered
"yes" to both of these questions •and approved the recommendations of the subcommittee .
In arriving at our decision we were concerned with
trying to prepare a policy which wou ld meet all of the
highly varied conditions which you will find among the
colleges and schools and various sub-college units on
campus .
You will note in reading the recommended policy
that the faculty of any college may modify this policy
within its spirit so that really what this means , if we
pass it, is that no college can have no policy in regard
to terms of office for chairmen .
I might point out that some departments, and I~ ~
lieve the School of Medicine, already have a policy 1t,.7 de- J
/'partmen tal chairmen .
TRAVELSTEAD

Somebody wish to speak a g ainst the

motion?
DEAN ADAMS
I would like to ask Mr . Prouse a quest.
.
.ion of interpretation.
I would be opposed to the. motion
if it required a college to adopt a policy in which all
~hairrnen would have to have the same term. What I am asking is, is a college free to adopt a policy that would
Permit variable terms? I would like to give a couple of
examples .
Let us suppose that we we re dealing with the
general policy which specifies four-year terms and a dePartment were to appoint a chairman who, as it happened,
W~s going to retire in five years and might like to have
him serve as chairman until the date of his retirement.
Or, in another case, a man had a sabbatical corning in
:hr~e years and thought he might be willing to.accept the
hairmanship, but only until he was due~abbatical.
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There are a number of such considerations that may
arise and a policy of variable terms would also avoid, in
the College of Arts and Sciences, the unhappy situations
when the Dean of that college must assume that the terms
of all his chairmen have run out on July 1, 1975.
Would it be possible within this policy, as proposed,
for a college to adopt a policy of terms but of variable
terms?
PROUSE
I think within the spirit of this the answer has to be " yes".
It leaves the decision up to the
faculty to decide what the specifics will be, as to terms.
It does say there must be terms.
ADAMS
correct?

Then the language in the explanation is in-

PROUSE
The spirit of this is that there should be
periodic review and evaluation. I think this is just as
important as the matter of the terms.
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Cottrell.

COTTRELL
Dean Adams, what we tried to do, in explanation, since we had used in the body somewhere there
at one time "four years" and some of the deans -- I think
with -- I think we should explain to the Faculty that we
had several meetings with the deans about this, so there
was some negotiation and some give and take on this. But
some one of the deans -- I think it was -- well, someone
o~jected to the four years and said, "Why can't it be
five? Why couldn't it be three?"
So all we have tried to explain in the explanation
is the fact that this could be up to a college to adopt
that.
I feel that it would be reasonably consistent and
in the spirit for the college to, in turn, talk with the
faculty of each of the departments and if the faculty of
that department agrees that we want to work on a three-year
t
.
erm, and your other department a five-year term, concerning
something like this that would be within the spirit. What
I want -- I know what
' you want; what you want is a college
P0 licy that would say three to five years, and that's
Perfectly within the range here.
If that is the interpretation, then I am not
ADAMS
opposed to it. But the language of the explanation says that
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the college may decide to adopt five-year terms, or two, or
three-year terms.
It does not state that it may be able to
adopt a term which would be variable.
COTTRELL
This is not a part of the policy statement
and I am not sure it takes an amendment to do this, but I
think the Policy CoII]!Ilittee would agree to say five-year
terms or two.-or t h r e ~ variable terms. Would that word
in the explanation, entered in the record, be satisfactory
to the members of the Policy Committee without going fhrough
any formal amendment?
FACULTY MEMBER
It seems to me that the explanation
is not a part of our proposal.
~

ADAMS
That is why I do not m~ke ~ ame]Ad~~~;~ ~ /
Therefore, it seems it would be all right w1thoutAoe1n~ 1
changed.
COTTRELL
Let me answer one thing in respect to this.
We have discussed with Dean Wollman, College of Arts and
Sciences, and I think the Policy Committee has certainly
felt that if the college of that -- the faculty of that
college is willing to stagger their terms to begin with,
to change these dates so that he doesn't have seventeen
department chairmen to evaluate in a given year, that that's
certainly within the spirit and framework of this policy and
we would leave it up to the faculty of the College of Arts
and Sciences. We don't want to tell them when to start and
Whi ch departments to work with and so forth.
So we have that
flexibility, and Dean Wollman knew this, but I wanted to
Present this to the Faculty.

~

TRAVELSTEAD A,,z'ike to recognize anyone who wishes to
speak against the motion, please. Mr. Smith. Just a minute,
Mr. Smith, I am sorry
Mr. Grace.
PROFESSOR GRACE
I would like to offer an amendment .
Item three, first sentence, ~ermsof office shall be renewable, period. Then strike out the remainder of the sentence.
(The motion was duly seconded.)
TRAVELSTEAD
SMITH

second to the proposed amendment?

Second.

TRAVELSTEAD

Discussion on that?
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GRACE
I would like to say a few wo rds about it.
I bel~e.Y.~--!hat we all admit that Jn this Unive rsity the/\.€- ~ t.e.
people,..__~ appointed c h airmen, who se terms s hould not have
been one year, and there have been several that have served
here for twenty-five, thirty years as chairmen and did an
excellent job. Even though we say not ordi nari ly in this
statement, I think we should strike that out and the terms
are renewable, each time, separate consideration. Thank
you.
TRAVELSTEAD
amendment?

Further discussion on the proposed

FACULTY MEMBER
Point of clarification.
strike the whole rest of that paragraph or -COTTRELL

Are we to

Just that sentence.

TRAVELSTEAD
Put a period after "renewable" and strike
the rest of the sentence. Any further discussion on this
proposed amendment?
(There was a general calling for the question . )
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Ju.

JU
I would~ike to speak against t he amendment. I
think the purpose of the term "chai rmanship" is to think
that somebody standing in a c h airman s h ip long enough stops
-- starts to assume himself to be a power and usually -mos t of the faculty is nice enough. Since he's such a nice
guy , and after every term come around t h ere and renew anyway without this phrase putting on that, this amendment is
nothing.
I hope you will defeat t h is amendment .
Anybody who would like to speak for the
TRAVELSTEAD
amendment?. Mr. Nason.
NASON
May I speak once more ? The chairmanship is
certainly not a privileged position .
I don't think it ' s wildly
sought by many people who are in the i r right mi nds . There
are a few .
cas~which very satisfactory
chairmen are prepared to contin~t in that role, with the concurrence of their department and members, and I think they
should be permitted to do so.
I think it contributes . ~o t~e
?eneral departmental harmony if such felicitous determinat ion
is found.
so I tend to support Mr . Grace's amendment .
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Davi· s , are you speaking for or against
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the amendment?
DAVIS

Against.

TRAVELSTEAD

You are recognized .

DAVIS
I just would like to say t hat I think the amendment is covered in the motion as it stands, and properly in
that kind of a man wh o could sustain himself as chairman and
sustain good will as a chairman for more than eight or ten
years would be an extraordinary man and he would certainly
then not fall under the category of "ordinarily" for more
than one additional term.
PROFESSOR HERSH
I wanted to say that they have the
privilege to be chairmen but the~h ave been and are chairmen
who abuse power in the departments, and if so, there would
be no need for this resolution at all . So I think that it
should not be amended.
TRAVELSTEAD

Other comments on the proposed amend-

ment?
(There was a general calling for the question . )
TRAVELSTEAD
Ready to vote on Mr. Grace's amendment,
whi ch would strike the last part of the first sentence in
item number three. All those in favor of this proposed amend ment say "aye "; opposed "no" .
I rule that the amendment
fai ls .
COTTRELL
TRAVELSTEAD
COTTRELL

Mr. Chairman -You have spoken two times.
Point of personal privilege.

TRAVELSTEAD
Personal privilege he calls it .
let the group decide whether it is .

We will

COTTRELL
I was instructed by the Policy Committee
to request a secret ballot today when I made this motion and
I f ailed to do so. This is the reason it needs to be a pers~nal privilege. The secretary of the University has ballots
~lth him, and this has been requested of us more than once
in the past and the Policy committee felt there 's been suff' .
'
blcient requests from the faculty that this be by secret
allot that we , in our motion , meant to ask for a secret ballot.
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TRAVELSTEAD

You will have to put it on the floor.

COTTRELL
Yes. Okay.
I would move that the vote
on the main question be taken by secret ballot and if necessary I would like to speak to that again.
(The motion was duly seconded.)
TRAVELSTEAD
at this time?
EUBANK

No.

Mr . Parliamentarian, can he debate that

There is no point in debating.

TRAVELSTEAD
All those in favor of the secret ballot
say II aye 11 ; opposed "no 11 •
The "ayes II have it. When we take
the vote i t wi ll be by secret ballot.
Any other discussion on the motion?

Mr. Huber .

PROFESSOR HUBER
Mr. Chairman, I would merely like
to ask for some further clarification Perhaps from Mr. Prouse,
since Mr. Cottrell has already spoken numerous times. Actually I understand, Mr. Prouse, the preamble is intended
to be the statement of policy and then one, two, three, and
~our are specific types of implementation or regulations to
~mplement the policies that are stated in the preamble, or
is the preamble to be considered as merely an introduction
and policy as number one, two, three, and four?
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr . Prouse, do you want to respond?

PROUSE
I recognize that
we recognize the problem,
but I think we have to accept the idea that the preamble one,
two, three, and four would have the effect of policy.
HUBER
Then might I ask what you mean as you have
written
it in the preamble I the third line, starting with
II
U~less a college faculty adopts a modified policy pertaining to appointment 1 periodic review1 and terms of office
for departmental chairmen in that college . "
Now you go to the explanation at the bottom and you
only talk about terms being varied and then only by a year.
Yet you say the explanation is not really part of this,
so is this carte blanc to the individual departments to draw
up any kind of policy they want?
PROUSE

Not departments.
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HUBER

Okay; college.

Sorry.

PROUSE
What the effect of that preamble is, is that
if a college chooses not to take action in modifying this
policy, this policy would thereupon become the policy of
that college. Does that make sense?
HUBER
Excuse me. Professor Prouse, before you did
say that a modified policy by a college should be in the
spirit of the document. Well, if it's the spirit of the
document then, you see, supposing they come up with one of
their own and then this document doesn't replace? Just
looking for clarification.
PROUSE
When I said "spirit of the document" I was
acutely aware of a comment someone made who opposes this
policy saying what their college ought to do would be to
vote the terms of ninety-nine years.
TRAVELSTEAD
icy, Mr. Prouse?
PROUSE

Is that within the spirit of this pol-

I don't think so, Mr . Chairman.

TRAVELSTEAD

Mr.

ch.~,_d{;-

s~.

'SCf-lMtlJT

m:±IH
It's difficult to speak on this issue because
whenever anyone speaks immediately they look around and
see which row they are speaking from and he is either a
chairman or not, and he's a dean or something else. So if
you will try and think about what I am going to say and not
look at me and see who is saying it, it might help .
~

I can only add to thatAfor more than my academic
career I have not been a chairman than I have been, so perhaps that will help.
I want to come back to the kinds of comments that
Dean Adams made and Marion Cottrell made with respect to what's
to be understood between the lines here as to what can be
done .
.
It seems to me that the policy explicitly doesn't
give enough attention to certain sorts of cases. Dean Adams
mentions some examples. Arts and sciences have been referred
to in this connection. It seems to me not enough attention
as been given in the review next year to chairmen who became, say, this year or last year, and how they should be
seen in the light of this policy. It seems to me more
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seriously that the policy doesn't give attention to situations that sometimes arise where a department may be split
and by having the kind of election proposed here you end
up with - - without any strength whatsoever .
It doesn't
give attention, I would submit, to the occasional cases that
exist in universities.
I think all of us have encountered
this, in which a department has, over the years, moved into
a fairly weak position and needs to be brought back again
as a department on that campus in which cases I think if
you again submit to this kind of review by the members of
such a department, you will not gain the kind of strength
you need to rescue that department in the university.
I think the kind of comments that Marion Cottrell made
and Dean Adams are intended to allow that sort of case to
be covered, but I want to make this explicit and, therefore,
I am going to make an amendment, to make this explicit so
that what they said is okay, really okay in the policy .
Therefore, I want to add just one sentence at the end
of number four, a short sentence.
May I say before reading this that I agree with t h is
policy.
I think the spirit within which it is offered is
exactly what we need, and I am not speaking against it at
all. I simply want to clarify this point that they have
raised in an explicit statement.
The statement is:
"This policy shall apply in normal
cases, but recognizes that a dean may choose to act outside
these guidelines." I move that .
TRAVELSTEAD

Is there a second?

(The motion was duly seconded.)
four .

TRAVELSTEAD
That goes in the very end of number
Anybody did not hear the amendment?

BARNETT
Mr. Chairman, I would like to point out
I think all the matters that Professor :;t:::_;"l/; has raised
here were considered by the Policy Committee when they were
considering this and all of the questions that he raised
were.considered by the Policy committee when they were
.
~onsidering this matter and were taken into account. This
is not intended to say that the decision with respect to
retention of a chairman or appointment of a c h airman i s
subject to the rule of the faculty of the department.
It ' s
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still~h~ administrators, the deans, the President, to appoint
the ctairmen of the departments. It simply means that they
cannot do so and they cannot reappoint them wi thout consultation with the faculty and I can't see how anybody can dis agree with that .
TRAVELSTEAD

Other discussion on the proposed amend-

rnent?
COTTRELL

I will speak against it.

TRAVELSTEAD
COTTRELL

How many times have you spoken?
This is a new amendment.

TRAVELSTEAD

Mr . Bahm.

PROFESSOR BAHM
I interpret the amendment to, in effect, wipe out the whole purpose of this, if the dean can
act independently any time he chooses, then any time a dean
chooses he can ignore this whole policy.
(There was a general calling for the question.)

tion?

TRAVELSTEAD
You are asking for a vote on the quesYou haven't moved the present question .
JU

Yes, yes.

PROFESSOR ·VAN GRABER
Point of order, Mr. Chairman.
I don't want to be picky, but this is a motion and he must
be recognized by you before he makes it, and you have already recognized a couple of other speakers to speak, so
he would have to be recognized and have the floor before he
can make that motion.
TRAVELSTEAD
The Chair stands corrected.
recognize Mr. Cottrell.
VAN GRABER

I will

I don't want to hear him again, either.

~c+i~1- COTTRELL
I will be very brief . If you pass the
~~· amendment we have no policy. We might as well forget
it, and with that, Mr. Chairman, I move the question .
JU

Second.

TRAVELSTEAD

You move the previous question?
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COTTRELL

Yes.

TRAVELSTEAD
The previous question has been moved .
All those in favor say "aye"; opposed "no". We are now
'fz, f:tfre ad y to vote on the;ftroposed S ~ amendment. All those
in favor of the s,iht'h r-amendment please say "aye"; opposed
"no". The amendment is lost.
Is there further discussion on the motion?
(There was a general calling for the question.)
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Logan.

I recognize Mr . Logan.

LOGAN
I would like somebody to say something for
it, since it is obviously a stupid thing to do, say something for it. Why do you want to do it? There hasn't been
one word said yet in favor of this motion.
TRAVELSTEAD
Anybody wish to speak for the motion
other than Mr. Cottrell? Mr. Doxtator.
PROFESSOR DOXTATOR
Yes, I think I will .
privilege of submitting my name -TRAVELSTEAD

I have the

Louder, please.

DOXTATOR
I had the privilege of submitting my name
in a point of time along with several other faculty members
~ho actively sought the chairmanship of our department and
it was a rare privilege and a rare honor to have been
elected by the members of that department to the chairmanship. I don't think it's a matter of avoiding a chairmanship .
I think one can find that there can be much meaning in
being a chairman and I am not talking about the title, or
~ 0 -called power, that sort of thing.
I am talking about
interacting wi th people, trying to clarify confusions,
trying to help along with others to get directions, progress,
contribution to a department.
This fall, of my own volition, I asked departmental
~embers to conduct a review of the departmental programs,
including the admin±stration of the department, since I am
going on my third year now as a chairman, and they did
that. They published the report and gave me a copy at the
same time they gave every departmental member a copy. True,
I l ost a small patch of hide here and there but it might
not be amiss for a registered Republican to mention Harry
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Truman's words:
"If you can't stand the heat, get out of
the kitchen."
I think the reports will do all of us some
good.
I think there is an open democratic notion involved
here that a department should not belong to a chairman, it
belongs to the individuals in - the department.
I think the
notion that -- the rather nasty notion that we have some
people maybe who regard the chairmanship as their property,
that notion should be destroyed by some tangible effort
if that notion does exist anywhere.
I think the notion of
open review of the department by the departmental members,
including whoever is supposed to be the chairman of it,
is healthy.
It's vigorous.
It fits the time.
I plan to
vote for this motion.
(Applause.)
TRAVELSTEAD

Anybody wish to speak against the

motion?
(There was a general calling for the question.)

is
by
If
if
as

(TRAVELSTEAD)
Are you ready to vote on this? It
by secret ballot.
The chair rules that we will now vote
secret ballot "yes" or "no", and that's the easiest way.
you favor the motion, by Mr. Cottrell, say "yes", and
you do not favor it, "no'' . Then pass them to the ends
quickly as possible.

May I ask your indulgence not to leave if you can
give us a little more time. We have some other important
business.
Item five has been stricken from t h e ~ and if
someone would make a motion to extend the time again we will
Proceed with a couple more things of business. Mr. Alpert,
I wi· 1 1 recognize you .
ALPERT
I would like to move that we extend the
Period of this faculty meeting a half hour.
TRAVELSTEAD
It's been moved that we extend the
faculty meeting time by one-half an hour.
Is there a
second?
(There were several seconds.)
TRAVELSTEAD

Discussion.

All those in favor say " aye ";
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opposed "no".

We will extend thirty minutes .

We go to the next item.
ALPERT
One comment.
did not table someth ing.
TRAVELSTEAD
is glad.

I am really glad we finally

Make that a matter of record, Mr. Alpert

Item number -.{;;;:-we skip because Mr. Taggard is not
here, and go to item six, and I would like to call on Miss
Gay Cook, who has a comment about this item. Miss Cook.
GAY COOK
At the beginning of the semester it came Clo sed Period
to the attention of four Associated Student Senators, in( i.e. , Pre~i~~g myself -- the others were Leonard DeLayo, Sig Olson, Examinatio n
Storm;~ that at the University of New Mexico one of
Week )
the major criteria for course work evaluation of students
by the faculty is the final examination, usually administered during closed period each semester, and it was our
contention that although ~xtracurricular and social campus
activities are discontinued during this time, the precept
of closed periods is often violated by the instructors who
administer finals during pre-examination week and, secondly,
it was our contention that closed week is not broadly enough
defined in the Faculty Handbook to insure that students have
an adequate amount of time in which to prepare for final
examinations because of the following four points:
Number one, because of the insistence of certain
professors, who schedule tests and quizzes during this time;
Number two, because of the insistence of certain
professors to assign reports and/or papers during this time;
Because of the insistence of certain professors to
assign new reading material during this time;
And because of the insistence of certain professors
to introduce new lecture material during this time.
Now because conditions exist, which infringe upon a
student's study time during pre-examination week, because
this imposes undue strain upon a majority of the students
and because closed period
defined in the Faculty
Handbook, does not provide for the elimination of infringements upon the student's study time during the pre-examination

fs
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week, we four senators proposed the following.
Now the closed period proposal that we arrived at
was discussed with Vice President Lavender and Travelstead
and with President Heady.
It was discussed with the academic deans and was taken to the Faculty Policy Committee.
The Faculty Policy Committee took no action either positively or negatively, to -- in relation to our proposal.
Our proposal, which I will read in a minute, was
endorsed by the Student Affairs Committee and by the
Associated Student Senate.
Now the proposal reads as follows:
Number one, that extracurricular and social campus
activities be discontinued during closed period as already
stipulated in the Faculty Handbook.
Number two, that the first two days of pre-examination
week, which would be Thursday and Friday of this semester,
be designated as general review days and that except for
laboratory examinations, no instructor shall administer a
final examination, or any part of a final examination, during
the period designated general review days.
.
And~inally, that classes be discontinued during the
final three days of pre-examination week so that students
w~ll have an adequate amount of time in which to prepare for
final examinations on an individual basis.
Now, then, because we believe that closed period,
specifically pre-examination week as delineated in the Faculty Handbook, does not adequately provide students with
sufficient time in which to prepare for final examinations,
free from the infringements outlined earlier, we were going
to request that this proposal, as stated in points one through
three, be approved and put into effect this semester, spring
semester of 1969-70 on a trial basis only, and that the
results of said proposal be evaluated by an ad hoc studentfaculty committee after the close of this semester.
Now then with the exception of the great change for
th.is semester,
'
. any
we do not believe that our proposal is
longer applicable in terms of this semester, gpring of
~9 69-70.
However, we do believe that it is still relevant
in terms of the 1970-71 academic year.

9
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Now our proposal is still in the Faculty Policy
Committee and will be taken up, as old business, in September
of 1970 according to Chairman Cottrell.
My purpose in bringing this before you today was merely to explain that there are some people in the student
government and some people in the student body who are concerned with the fact that closed period does exist, but that
it does exist in name only and that we are interested in
seeing some constructive changes made in the near future.
If you have any questions I would be glad to answer
them. If not, I would just like to say that we can talk
this up to an informative session, something that will be
coming before you again next year.
RHODES
I have one question:
If this went into
effect, I am one of those who has, on occasion, been guilty
of giving an examination during closed week. But I will
tell you that I have never done this when any student in
the class protested against this: That , in fact, I have
asked them if they preferred this and they have informed
me, "Oh, yes, my God, I have three exams on that day we
are scheduled for, please do it this way . "
Now
and forget
figure out
wants it?

are you saying that I should chop them off now
it? Is that the idea? Or are you going to
some way to allow me a little leeway if my class
If they want it the last day of closed week?

COOK
As the proposal now stands we weren't going
to figure out any way to give anyone any leeway because it
~as our hope that we could put our proposal into effect as
it now stands and that then it would be evaluated by an
ad hoc committee to see whether or not it was, indeed, valid
and how many students responded to it, what the faculty
response was. we realize that, as it does exist, it does
have loopholes in it but we think that it has to be tried
before these become obvious.
TRAVELSTEAD
May I suggest that since this is n?t
a motion, it's not a specific proposal right now, and since
t~e Policy committee is going to continue discussion and
w111 come back with a proposal in the fall, that we not
carry on extended debate.
If there is a question about
one or two here to clear up -COTTRELL

Change the word to amend.
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TRAVELSTEAD
COTTRELL

Change what?
Change "will come back" to "may come back".

TRAVELSTEAD 11 May come back/1 Mr. Cottrell says. Mr.
Dean, is this a point of clarification, or do you want to
talk?
DE.Ai~
No.
I wanted to make a very simple and strong
statement that I am overwhelmingly in favor of such a thing
as this.
It is criminal to run classes up until one day
before finals, and an asinine practice .
(Applause.)

1'

.
(TRAVELSTEAD)
~ike to recognize Mr. Loftfield,
Committee on University.
PROFESSOR LOFTFIELD
For some time t h e Committee -on fft.e_
University as well as several other committees in the
Recommendations of
University
here ' have been looking at the question of
Commi
.
. ttee
. on the
increasingly responding to the request in the community Un i vers7ty re.
for the development of a junior college facility and for Comm
11 unity dJunio r
a re
.
.
d f
Co eg e an
t·sponse to the request in the community a~
rom
. Technica l Trai n na ional and state level government for the implementation
ing at Subof the so-called sub-baccalaureate programs of a profession- Bacalaureate
al nature.
Level
During the last year we have had something that a mounts
to hearings t h at involve presentation by about twenty-five
or thirty persons from outside or inside the University,
and we have finally concluded on the bas±s of a great deal
of examination that we would like to propose that the Faculty
accept the following motion, which we have stated on pag e
three, and perhaps does not need to be reiterated; the
motion is in two parts. The first part would be that this
Faculty endorse or declare to the Regents and to the community generally, its support for the concept of a community
·
college, community junior college, for Albuquerque~ ~ ~
~intention to cooperate as much as possible with such an
institution, if established.
The seond proposal, which perhaps we should consi der
separately, Mr. Chairman, the second proposal would be -in two?.

TRAVELSTEAD
Do you want to do that and not cut it
Whatever you wish.
LOFTFIELD

r think perhaps we should separate t h ese
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so that the faculty can -- can vote on them separately.
However, I do think that there's a continuity to the two
and that, in fact, discussion of one involves a certain
appreciation for the second.
TRAVELSTEAD
I will rule, if you want to connect
the two in your discussion, it might be helpful, and we
can separate the vote.
LOFTFIELD
I think that would be better. Regardless
almost of whether the junior college is established ' and :
regardless whether we agree to cooperate, which I think is
certainly on the side of motherhood and angels, I think the
other question which will ;bother the faculty somewhat more
is the request or the suggestion that the faculty approve
the principal of establishing sub-baccalaureate programs
when these seem appropriate in the eyes of the college which
is involved.
In other words, to the extent that the medical school, for instance, feels that it is prepared to
endorse the idea and implement the idea of training medical
technologists in a two-year, three-year, one-year course
or whatever, that it would be up to the medical school to
examine its resources and to examine the needs of the conununity to consult with the dean, and, as you can see here on
the last line of the first -- of paragraph two, to consult
with the Curricul&n' Committee for the implementation of these
programs. The same thing could be said about architectural
technicians,in the approach to the law school librarians,
and a variety of other general areas where the expertise
already found is in the professional schools of the University and is substantially greater than could be ordinarily
r~alized in a community college, junior college, or technical vocational institute or something of that sort.
So we have here really two proposals: One is to
endorse the idea of a community college and to express our
Willingness and desire to cooperate with it and in the second
Place to endorse the principle that the various schools in
~his University shall have the permission, have t~e.authority to examine the need for
·~prof~ssional.training, to
consult with the dean the academic vice president, and the
Curricul~ Committee ;nd implement these where it seems
desirable and feasible.

pre

Mr. Chairman, r move the first of these two.
I move
that the first of these two resolutions be put before the
Faculty on behalf of the Committee o~niversity.
~
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(The motion was duly seconded.)
TRAVELSTEAD
I would like to point up or correct
some publicity to the contrary:
In case it's not clear to
this Faculty now, very unfortunately with respect to number
one, it was stated at two different places, two different
times, that this University was going to have a community
college on this campus. That has never been a fact. That
is not~ fact.
That was never the intention of the Committee on_;:oniversity, so number one means a junior college if
and when established outside the University and having no
official connection with it, but it is a recognition that
a great many of the post-high school educational needs would
be met by some other institution than this one . I want to
clear this up as a matter of information because it was
erroneously stated in publicity. Now open for discussion . Mr. Southward.
I recognize Mr . Southward and then
Mr. Doxtator.
PROFESSOR SOUTHWARD
I wish only to guide the discussion a little bit as far as information . One of the
things that we survive on at the University, and any other
college, is money, and we are being asked to vote on a
statement of principle which generally I am in favor of.
But where's the money going to come from? I would like to
hear anybody who feels that he knows anything about this
subject to speak now .
Mr. Smith, do you know anything about
TRAVELSTEAD
this subject? Do you want to speak now? And then, Mr.
Doxtator, we will come back to you.
SMITH

I am reluctantly drafted.

All junior and community colleges in New Mexico draw
some support from the state, currently at a level substantially lower than the appropriation for the University of
New Mexico.
The establishrri'e nt of a junior college in Albuquerque would probably require the vote of the taxpayers
on the issue and commitment of substantial local support.
~ guess what you are really worried about, Mr. Southward,
is what this would do to the income of the University.
It would, if successful, certainly siphon off a great many
students and would shift the balance of the student body
Within the University toward the upper division and graduate school.
If you read all of the report you came, I think,
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across some discussion of this issue.
What we currently do is to receive money from the
state , not solidly but somewhat on the basis of the number
of full-time equivalent students. We fund our graduate
education and our upper division education, which is ore
expensive , by reassigning the money so that more of it is
spent at those levels and by engaging these instructional
methods which are substantially less expensive than average
for the lower divisions .
I think that in order for the
University to survive, and in fact strengthen its program ,
if there were to be this massive shift from the lower
division to the upper division of the graduate school it
would be necessary to work out with the Board of Education 1
Finance a new method of appropriation, whereby doll r would
go not only on the basis of the number of students, but on
the number of upper division and graduate students .
This possibility has been discussed in the Bo rd of
Educational Finance as a matter of fact, beginning abou
two or three years ago.
The attitude of the Board at th t
time was that it would be happy to move to such a budge maki ng approach, provided the institutions in the state
could get together and come in wi ha P, a .
ore recentl
there is the program• which -- Q.. ~
origin~tes with
the Western Interstate Commission on Higher Education,
wh ich is going to provide the necessary comparable data on
an inter-institutional basis to enable that kind of budgeting approach.
I am quoted in the report as predicting that w'th'n
a couple of years the B.E.F. could probably be ersuaded to
shift to that kind of budget- making.
I do think it's a
very real possibility .
I think that if the Universit were
to lose heavily in the lower divisions without some such
adjustment in budget thinking, the budgetary effect would
be very adverse indeed.
TRAVELSTEAD
SMITH

Mr. Southward.

I have told you more than I know.

.
SOUTHWARD
well, my fear is, I think we are discussl.ng items one and two as stated, without the ver good
e x~ 1 anation of our vice
'
·
president. Although I f ~v~r.in
.
Pr1nciple perhaps some o f t e junior college activities, it
seems t a t this statement here is just much too short . It
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doesn't have all the implications of what we are doing in
the statement and we need some qualifications in this statement.
SMITH
Could I reassure just a little further? A
community junior college has a long way to go.
It would
mean a special tax levy, either income tax or ad valorem
tax for Bernalillo County, and perh aps adjoining counties,
with funds flowing from the legislature to the University
of New Mexico largely for the purpose of accomplishing
that function, although in my view not very we ll.
It wou ld
be quite a job of persuasion, I think, to get the p eople
of the community to vote such a levy on themselves for
the purpose of establishing a separate junior college be cause it means a shift in the responsibility for funding
from the state level to the local level. I do not think ·
that when we got right down to the wire there would be any
likelihood that the citizens of the county would vote for
such a proposal unless the University at that point in time
is actively in favor of it.
TRAVELSTEAD

Further discussion?

Mr. Pickett.

PROFESSOR PICKETT
Yes, I would like to ask a ques tion about item two.
I don't think there's any doubt about
the reliability.
For example, U.N.M. 's medical school is
better equipped with faculty expertise and laboratories
to train medical laboratory technicians t han a junior
college would be, and wh at I would like to know is why the
medical school, then, is not presently granting this degree rather than the Arts and Sciences College?
TRAVELSTEAD
the answer to that?

Mr . Loftfield, do you want to reveal

LOFTFIELD
Well, we both l agged. We presently have,
because the state of New Mexico has a severe shortage of
medical technicians the Department of Pathology , with the
assistance and appr~val of various interested persons in
the business offices and so forth, is out recruiting and,
so to speak, secretly providing training which is not.
P~esently authorized by the faculty.
No degree ~s b~ing
given. The training is being a warded, the exerc~se is conducted under the criteria establish ed by the Nat ional
Registration Board in Pathology, so it's legitimate from
that point of view. But the students are not getting
technically a university education .
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If this sort of thing is approved, most certainly
these will be the kinds of programs which will be i mplemented and this will mean that these people presently are
essentially taking now, but laboratory technical cours es,
wi ll be taking courses in English and anth ropology to a
certain measure, which is the usual situation in a sub baccalaureate program.
TRAVELSTEAD
But I think Mr. Pickett's question
has to do with the baccalaureate degree now a warded by
the medical school now in the College of Ar t s and Sciences
and the medical school is now offering a one-y ear program
in medical laboratory assistants, right, Mr . Lof tfield?
LOFT FIELD

That's right.

TRAVELSTEAD
It's pr9posing the extens i on of the
two-year course for the nurses and they as k why they are
not all being run by the medical sch ool.
LOFTFIELD
I think this is outside t h e province of
this particular motion, but this is the kind of thi~we
now have. We have a vice president for health,:/t.t~
aa.=s,
and I would not be surprised if sometime in the next several years there will be a reorganization of some of these
~rograms.
I really don't know. The medical technology ~
is in some respects comparable to a degree in nursing being
given by a graduate sch ;ol .
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr . Doxtator.

DOXTATOR
I have here a simp le statement from t he
Department of the secretary of Education urging support of
the recommendations of t h e University Committee on Sub baccalaureate Programs in respect to training . We have in
our department at least four personnel _ engaged in business
education, largely in preparation of teachers of business
education, but not completely, and we have in our department four personnel at least activ ely engaged in the preparation of industrial education teachers. Both of those
groups, not to mention general secretarial education, see
the need desperately in this state fo r both para- professional
~nd sub-baccalaureate programs. To cite one mat ter, the
1 ~age of the u niversity of New Mexico faculty probably
mis takenly is held to be by some people in the vocational
educational realm to be recommendations not in touch with
the real world and the real needs of human beings .
I say
they could be mistaken having that picture of us . But,
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for that and some other reasons, we urge support of these
recommendations and I would pray a privilege, Mr. Chairman,
we have here attached our short statement urging support
and we have also a copy of Grant Venn's article which we
consider quite well written, "Paycheck Education and the
Professor." Grant Venn is Associate Commissioner for
Adult; . Vocational, and Technical Education, u. S. Office
of Education. His article was printed in Hig her Edu cati on fi>ru~
a publication of the National Education Association in the
/
spring of 1970.
TRAVELSTEAD
DOXTATOR

You want to pass that out?
May I pass some copies along?

TRAVELSTEAD
You may pass that out and we will have
further discussion whil e it is. Mr . Murphy.
MURPHY
I am not really speaking for or against the
proposal.
I often thought that the adoption of junior
colleges might be one answer to our problems of the transition from high school to university, but I have sitting
on my desk right now the credentials for a person at one
of the junior colleges elsewhere in the state and I am at
a loss, for the reason the person is not qualified by the
standards we use at the University; on the oth er hand, the
person is. I would like to see our field represented in
this -- in this junior college and I wonder how it might
be conceived? I would assume a whole separate faculty would
have to be recruited, at least one person in every discipline,
I suppose, for this purpose. Is t his something we just
ta~ the local community, which seems to be the case, or would
this require recrutiment from far and wide?
I would be interested in anyone who has the knowledge
about how the facul~of our junior colleges indeed are
funded
TRAVELSTEAD
They do try to get the best personnel
available.
It is not confined to local talent. Many of
t~em recruit people outside the state. They get.app~ications and it comes out, as you will understand, in differ~nt ways in different places. This University could lend
its support in a number of ways, consultation and other
ways. There could even be a possibility of joint appoint~ents in some cases that would not be an official part of
lt ' h owever. Anybody want to add anything to his
. ques t i' o n.?
Or in
· answer to it?
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(There was a general calling for the qu estion. )
TRAVELSTEAD
The question before us is, number one,
and we did vote on -- I mean we separated them as proposed,
Mr. Loftfield, which is the principle supporting the estab lishment of a junior college in Albuquerque . All those in
favor say II aye"; opposed "no". The motion is passed.
Mr . Loftfield, do you want to propose another motion?
FACULTY MEMBER

I move adjournment .

Is not the time

up?
TRAVELSTEAD
Well , I would l ike - - I will not recognize you yet, but I would like to point out that we must
either adjourn or vote to extend. I will entertain a motion to do either.
I would make a plea that we not leave
this hanging in the air if we could finis h it . Mr . Dove.
PROFESSOR DOVE
ten minutes.

Mr. Chairman, I move to extend for

(The motion was duly seconded.)
DOVE
This is especially to take up the second part
of what is now before t h is body .

"aye

11 ;

TRAVELSTEAD
opposed "no 11

•

All right. All those in favo r say
We have ten mi nutes.

T'/'i~
Mr. Pel.nil,
will you help us?

Mr. Loftfield .

LOFTFIELD
I would like to put before the Faculty
~he second part of this motion, and in the course of it
Just to state that r don ' t think that anybody can appreciate the seriousness of the need in this area . We have a
great many students who don ' t think about corning to the
University at all because, for them, higher education with out the prospect of an immediate employment opportunity is
a dream . So they presently do not think of corning. There
are whole counties in this state where there is not a
single senior in high school who anticipates going to any
university,
.
because, for those people, for many o f t h ese
P:op le, an immediate prospect 0 ~ rew~rd is ne~essary . . From
P rsonal experience and other situations, having examined
the programs that existed at Purdue and ~ichi g an State,
I can also say that the number of students that enter a
two-year study in a number of programs, actually having
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as two-year students, the number who end up by graduating
in a four-year program is greater than the number of students
who enter as four-year students and finish with four years
of education.
So, in fact, it's not -- if we do any of
these things, it's not that we are diluting the quality.
We are bringing, in a sense, more students to the fount where
they are going to learn about the university, about the
pleasures of learning, and I think we may even find that we
end up with more students successfully completing both a
two-year and four-year program than we presently have.
(The motion was duly seconded.)
TRAVELSTEAD
Is that a motion you just made? There
was a second to the motion. We are now discussing number two.
(There was a general calling for the question.)

"no".

TRAVELSTEAD
All those in favor say "aye"; opposed
The "ayes" have it and the motion is passed.

I would like to announce the outcome of the previous
secret ballot. This had to do with department chairmen.
Voting "yes" were one hundred thirty-five; "no", thirteen;
abstain, two; and one vote "yes" and "no". I don't know who
that was.
I will entertain a motion for adjournment.
FACULTY MEMBER

Move we adjourn.

FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

TRAVELSTEAD
It's been moved and seconded.
in favor stand up and leave.

All those

Adjournment, 5:31 p.m.

~~AJ· r

Respectfully submitted,

Durrie,
Secretary

Committee on University Governance
Interim Recommendations
The committee makes the following recommendations :
I.

We recommend that the following be added a t the e nd of the sec-

t i on on Student Standards Policy as descri bed i n the Faculty Handbook.

PP· 113-116 and at the end of Article VI, Secti on 3 (The Student
Standards Committee) of the constitution of the ASUNM:
In addition to and separate from i ts f unctions described
above, the Student Standards committee s hall also function
temporarily as a University standards Boa rd, until final
recommendations of the Univ ersity Governance committee shall
have been adopted, or until a new Univers ity Standards Board
(now under consideration b y the Ad Hoc Committee on the Rights
and Responsibilities of Faculty and Students ) shall have been
established.
This Board shall hear complaints and char ges which may
be brought before it by any member o r group of members of
the University academic community - faculty , administrators,
or students - against any other member o r g roup of members of
that community .

The Board sh all bear c ase s whi ch are not

within the jurisdiction of oth er judicial bodies.
The Board shall have the power to recommend the recti fication of conditions deemed un j us t , to cens ure parties at
fault, and to r ecommend appropriate lawful pena lties or sanctions.

Appeals shall be to t h e President of the University .

In cases in which t here has b e en a r ecommendation for a sanction against a s tudent , the President of the University shall
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consult with the appropriate student association president
before making his decision.

In any case in which the Presi-

dent of the University disqualifies himself, appeal shall be
to the Board of Regents.
These provisions do not affect the rights which a faculty
member has under the current Policy on Academic Freedom and
Tenure, including the right to request a hearing before the
Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure in any circumstances
in which he believes his academic freedom has been violated.
If a hearing before the committee on Academic Freedom and
Tenure is requested, proceedings before the standards Board
shall be stayed until a decision is made by the committee on
Academic Freedom and Tenure that the requested sanction
would not be a violation of academic freedom in the particular
case.
II.

We recommend that the second sentence of the second paragraph of

the Student Standards Policy (Faculty Handbook, p. 113) should be revised to read:

"In cases where the action has not yet been taken,

the Committee may decide whether disciplinary action should be taken,
and if so, recommend ~ imposition of ~discipline."

(New

word-

ing underlined) .
III.

We also recommend that the Faculty Constitution be amended by

deletion of Article I, Section 2, subsection (6).

(This includes,

as one of the responsibilities of the University Faculty, "regulations affecting student life and activities.")
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To:

From:

University Faculty
Policy committee

Subject:

composition of Athletic Council

The duties and functions of the Athletic council , as
detailed on page 25 of the Faculty Handbook, do not
need to be revised. The proposed change would come
at the top of page 26, to read as follows:
(Six faculty members, including chairman,
nominated by the Policy Committee from at
least four colleges; three undergraduate
and one graduate student members and one
alumni member; also the Director of Athletics ,
~ officio.)

962
Resolutions proposed to the University Faculty:
1.

For those University standing committees chaired by faculty
members (i . e., not those chaired by administrative officers
or students), no person shall ordinarily serve as chairman
of the same committee for more than five consecutive years.

2.

The number of voting, non-faculty representatives (students,
alumni, administrators, and others) on University standing
committees, other than those enumerated, shall not ordinarily
exceed one-half the number of voting faculty members on those
committees.

The exceptions are as follows:

Administrative

Committee, Campus Planning committee, Campus Safety committee ,
Cultural Program committee, Entrance and Credits Committee,
Intramural and Recreation Board, National and International
Affairs Committee, New Mexico Union Board, New Student
Orientation Committee, Speakers committee, Student Affairs
Committee, Student Publications Board, Student Radio Board,
Student Standards committee, and the committee on the
University.
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ro:

From:
Re:

University Faculty
Policy Committee
Recommended University Policies Related to the Appointment and
Continuation i n Office of Departmental Chairmen

PREAMBLE: The following policy guidelines will be utilized for the
appointment, periodic revi ew, and terms of office of departmental
chainnen at the University of New Mexico unless a college faculty
adopts a modified policy pertaining to appointment, periodic review,
and terms of office for departmental chairmen in that college.
1 . An evaluation shall be made of all chairmen by January 1,1971 .
both administrators and faculty members to determine the appropriateness of their continuation in office. Evaluative criteria for
~heir chairmanship will be established by the individual depart~ents
in consultation with the dean . Deans of the various colleges will be
responsible i n this evaluation for implementing the procedures as set
forth in paragraph 3 .

by

2. On July l, 1971, all departmental chairmen or heads ~f other
sub-college administrative units then in office will be considered to
have begun on that date terms of office of four years.
3. Terms of office shall be renewable, but ordinarily fo: ~o~
:ore.than one additional term. Recommendations.for both the initial
ppointments and reappointments to terms of office are to be made by
the dean after consultation with departmental faculty and such other
persons as he shall see fit . In the case of appointments to departments conducting graduate programs, consultation with.the ~ean of the
Graduate School will also be included. The consultation with departmental faculty shall include the taking of a vote by secre~ ballot on
any potential appointment. Reappointment must also be sub?e~t to the
stated willingness of the chairman to continue in that position .
. 4 · It shall be understood that a policy of terms of offi~e fo~t
chairmen does not abrogate the long-standing policy of the unive~sthyt
that chairmen serve in any college at the pleasure of the dean~
a
:llege. This means, simply, that chainnen may be replaced during a
rm of office: also, they may resign.
~PIANATION: As indicated in the preamble, any college may decide
its own policy for terms of department chainnen. For example, a
.
two- or three-year
COlleg
t
e might decide to adopt five-year tenns, 0 r
' f · t does
erms. The above is to be the policy of a college only 1 i
not adopt some different policy.
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SUB-BACCALAUREATE
A

PROGRAliS

Report to the General Faculty by
the Committee on the University

For some years there has been a constantly increasing demand in
the United States for trained technicians to work with professi onal
people. The training required for these para- professionals is academically beyond the level required by craftsmen in the skilled trades,
such as mechanics, builders, machinists, sheet metal workers, etc.,
but it is below the baccalaureate level. For this reason the curriculums for training technicians are often called "sub-baccalaureate"
and are carried on for one or two years at the lower division level.
UNM now offers the following technical programs: one-year programs
for dental assistants and medical laboratory assistants; two-year
programs for dental hygienists, office secretaries, and aides in the
human services (New Careers Program). The national demand in this
area is being felt at UNM through requests for more programs of this
type and for upgrading of the credentials for graduates of two-year
programs (associate degrees in arts or science instead of mere certificates of completion). Our faculty has already responded affirmatively to both kinds of requests: the human services program
(financed at Federal expense) was added in the fall of 1968; faculty
action on February 10, 1970, approved technical training on a temporary basis at the Gallup Branch; and associate degrees have been
approved both for aides in human services and dental hygienists. A
two-year program for medical laboratory technicians and an associate
degree for those completing the two-year program in secretarial
science have been requested and are now being considered by faculty
comm.it tees.
The Policy Comnittee, however, has advised that before more
such programs are submitted one at a time to the faculty, some
general deternd.nation of the extent to which UNM plans to expand
offerings in this area should be made. It, therefore, referred the
question to the COU1mittee on the University in December, 1969, for
study and report. Since January of this year, the Committee has
heard testimony from approximately thirty persons -- faculty and
students of UNM, Federal officials, educators in the community,
representatives from the Albuquerque Industrial Development Service
and Sandia Laboratories, etc. Also, Professor Robert Loftfield,
chairman of this Committee, recently investigated the functioning
of sub-baccalaureate programs at Michigan State University and Purdue
University and talked to a number of faculty members, admi.ni.strators,
and students on those.. campus.es about them. Furthermore, the Committee
has had the. benefit of the st.w:ty .and disCJJ.S&icm. of this subject which
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SP.veral of its members have experienced in other capacities during the
past two years. Vice Presidents Sherman E. Smith and Chester C.
Travelstead were involved two years ago in discussions about this
matter with the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce and other citizens
and community educators interested in the establishment of a local
community junior college. Vice President Travelstead also began dis cussing this matter with the academic deans in the fall of 1968, so
that he and Deans Richard Dove and Richard Lawrence have also been
involved in study and discussion of this phase of the community's
educational needs with personnel of the Albuquerque Public Schools
and the Technical Vocational Institute. Mr. Travelstead also serves
as a member of a Steering Committee commissioned by the Board of
Educational Finance to conduct a Middle Rio Grande Area Educational
Needs Study to determine more accurately than is now known the extent
of . present and foreseeable future unmet educational needs in this area
and to suggest ways of meeting the needs identified. Professor William
Huber, who testified before this Committee, also serves on this Steering Committee and some staff members of the University College and
Counseling Center are involved in technical aspects of the study under
terms of a contract which UNM has with the BEF to supply data to the
Committee.
As a result of its own investigations and input from sources
mentioned above, the Committee on the University has reached the conclusion that there are two major unmet needs in post-secondary education in the Albuquerque metropolitan area: 1) a demand posed by
business and industry and a need felt by many young people for technical training at the sub-baccalaureate level, and 2) a need for
the first two years of college to be offered at an institution charging little or no tuition, with lower entrance requirements than those
at UNM, and with great concern for student success. The Albuquerque
Chamber of Commerce has emphasized the second of these two needs.
Their spokesmen feel that a significant number of the City's young
people who ought to be in college are not now attending for one or
mo:e of the following reasons: some cannot meet UNM's e~trance requirements, but they have sufficient ability and motivation to do
college work; it is also felt that some of the students who drop
out of UNM could be retained in a smaller school, through smaller
classes, more personal attention to students, and greater availability o f counseling
.
and guidance.
In the presence of these unmet educational needs, several
factors combine in calling for a response from UNM. Because of the
expertise of our faculty generally and especially of some faculty
members in certain colleges it is natural for the community to look
to the University for guida~ce when it faces an educational problem.
The University is already involved in the BEF's study of the area's
needs. And finally, the Steering Committee its~lf looks to the
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University not only for guidance in conducting its study, but also for
an answer to the question: To what extent will UNM assist in providing
additional post-high school instruction needed in the Albuquerque metropolitan area? For all these reasons, it behooves us to survey the
situation ourselves, to recommend solutions to the problems identified,
and to decide to what extent UN}1 should and will be involved in the
solutions recommended.
Having sensed a need in the Middle Rio Grande Area for additional
training of para-professionals and for another institution of higher
education with goals more limited and specialized than those of the
University, the Committee on the University recommends:

~

1.

That the faculty declare to the Regents and to the
community generally its support of the concept of a
community junior college for Albuquerque and its intention to cooperate as much as possible with such an
institution, if established.

2.

That the faculty approve in principle a limited
expansion of technical training at the subbaccalaureate level in areas of the University's
particular competence and that associate in arts
or associate in- science degrees be awarded those
who successfully complete approved two-year curriculums at the para-professional level. To provide
for implementation of this approval, the faculty
should grant interested colleges and schools the authority to institute para-professional training in
one- or two-year courses as approved by college
faculties and the Vice President for Academic Affairs, _ )
after consultation with a faculty committee, such as
the Curricula Committee.
(a)

The college proposing such a program should
do its best to insure that any technical, subbaccalaureate programs which it undertakes
serve to expand the student's career and educational opportunities and increase his options.
Insofar as possible, such programs should be
open-ended and not serve to simply advance a
student's terminal education point one or two
years or to advance his career point to a
slightly increased income level. The acceptance of this goal imposes two requirements
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upon the University. First, the content of
the programs should be structured in terms of
educational advancement: one-year programs
should be usable as stepping stones toward
the two-year programs, and so on. The programs themselves should be structured so as
to encourage gradual advancement along a
career ladder of real-world jobs. Certain
restrictions are unavoidable; a medical technology program designed to lead into an M.D.
program is probably not feasible, for example.
But in undertaking such programs, a college
should consciously assume the role of experimenter and innovator in trying to overcome career limitations; it should not simply
accept existing traditional concepts of technical training. The University should permit
such students to partake of the mainstream
educational programs of the institution.
Students should be allowed, even encouraged,
to take non-technical courses.
(b)

The University should accept the fact that
technical sub-baccalaureate programs, however
well designed, will be limited in their effect
if they are financially out of reach of large
portions of the community. The University
should aggressively seek supplementary funding for financial assistance for students
enrolled in these programs.

These recommendations are made within the framework of the
University's declared goals to provide scholarly and professional
education. It should not undertake to fulfill the role of a community college and therefore it should encourage and assist another
i ti tution in providing
'
· 1
tns
that ' service. Also, much of the technica
raining required in the area can and should be given by a community
college. In a few selected areas however UNM's professional schools
are prepared to give better training
'
'
1 s wh O will
to para-professiona
work with the professionals trained in such schools than could a
junior college. For example, UNM's Medical School is better equipped
With faculty expertise and laboratories to train medical laboratory
technicians than a junior college would be. Dean Christopher has
said that when a need for training legal secretaries and legal aides
is clearly identified in the Albuquerque area, he would rather have
such training given with the advantages of supervision which UNM's
Law Faculty could give than in a junior college. The same principle
applies in the fields of architecture, education, engineering, nursing, and pharmacy.

f
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In the past, when the possibility of a junior college in Albuquerque
has been discussed, some fear has been expressed that it would draw students away from UNM at the lower division level and thus hurt the
University's financial situation owing to the fact that the State
finances the University on a per student basis and, consequently, a
large number of lower division students are needed to bring in funds,
part of which are diverted to pay for higher cost upper division and
graduate courses. Vice President Sherman Smith, however, has predicted
that within two years the BEF can be persuaded to change to a formula
of differential financing for various levels and types of instruction.
This would put UNM's upper division and graduate programs on a selfsustaining basis.
Although it is probably true that certain kinds of students who
now attend UNM would in the future go to a metropolitan junior college,
it is also true that the junior college would feed other students to
UNM. Some who might not have come to UNM may transfer here after a
semester or two of successful work at the junior college. Certainly
some of the graduates of the junior college would come as junior transfers, and some of the junior college faculty would probably be doing
graduate work at UNM. Thus, offsetting factors may cancel each other
in effect on enrollment.
Another financial problem appears, however, in the fact that
some, although not all, para-professional programs are much more expensive than average lower division college work because of the
expensive laboratories and equipment they require. This is especially true in the training of certain kinds of engineering technicians.
Since, however, differential financing will take into account the costs
of programs, a new, expensive program will not be as threatening as is
now the case. Federal help is also becoming available to meet the high
cost of such programs regardless of where they are carried out -- in
junior colleges, techlrl.cal institutes, or in universities. The Federal
Government is increasingly recognizing the expanding need for training
of technicians, and at least two pieces of legislation are now before
the Congress to provide for subsidizing such training.
Obviously, this report cannot answer all the questions which will
arise in connection with its recoumendations. An attempt has been made,
however, to anticipate and answer the principal questions and it is
hoped that others can be satisfactorily answered in discussion on the
floor of the Genera1 Faculty meeting.
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Revised Statement of Curricula Committee Functions
The functions and duties of the Curricula Committee are:

1.

To chart the curricular direction of the University, includ-

ing major goals and priorities.

In performing this function, the

committee shall be responsive to the needs of the students, of the
various academic disciplines, and of the society at large.
2.

To establish operational criteria for the evaluation of

instructional programs, based on program objectives, faculty strength
sources of support and possible budgetary limitations, entrance and
degree requirements, and the record of student accomplishment.
3.

To reexamine periodocally the total University curricular

offering in the light of the operational criteria.
4.

To review and make recommendations to the appropriate in-

structional units and to the University Faculty concerning all new
programs or changes in existing programs which involve new degrees,
new majors, new minors affecting two or more colleges or representing an entirely new field or emphasis.
(This function is parall~l
to, and does not replace the normal process of originating curricular.changes through dep~rtmental and college or school action. Th e
~urricula Committee does not veto proposed curricular changes, but
it may.make recommendations concerning them to the 1nst7uc
•
t io~a
·
1
u.
fnits.involved and to the university Faculty. To ~xpedite this
cunc~ion, the Curricula committee will receive copies of ~11 P7oposed
burricular changes from the instructional units of the Univers 1 !Y,
Poth.on and off campus, at the time that they are sent to the.vice
are~iden~ f~r Academic Affairs. Lack of notification of Co~ittee
,ct7on within three weeks after receipt of these proposals will
indicate automatic Committee approval.)
5•

To hear and act on disputes regarding new courses·or other

Program changes that appear to involve unnecessary duplication or
Proliferat·ion, when requested to do so by one of the units of instruction involved, by students, or by the administration.
6•

To receive and consider proposa 1 s for changes in the curri c-

Ular policy when asked to do so by any individual or agency of the
University, whether student, faculty, administrator, or other.

9?1
From:
To:

The Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure

The Faculty, UNM
Under the assigned duties of the Committee on Academic Freedom

and Tenure a·s listed in the Faculty Handbook is the following charge;
wThe Committee shall from time to time review this statement of pol-

icy and recommend appropriate changes in it."

As a result of such an

analysis, we recommend that the Faculty approve the following modifications in our policy and forward these to the Regents, asking their
approval and inclusion in the Faculty Handbook , and to the Joint
Committee on Governance for inclusion in subsequently developed
statements on academic freedom at UNM.
Page 43 (Appendix I - 1940 statement of Principles) in (a) after
"full freedom in research and in the publication of the results" add
the following footnote:

"The term 'research I is defined at

UNM

as

including scholarship, research, or other creative work which is performed in a scholarly or professional manner ; and the term 'publication' as including exhibits and performances. "
Page 43 - after (b) add footnote:

~Itt 2!l Professional Ethics

11

"Also ~ Appendix IV, "State-

(attached).

Page 43 - after ( c) add footnote:

"Also see Appendix Y., £2.!!!,-

!!l,itte~ A Statement on Extramural Utterances" (attached)·
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APPENDIX IV
STATEMENT ON PROFESSIONAL ETHICS
(Endorsed by the Fifty-Second Annual Meeting, AAUP)

I.

The professor, guided by a deep conviction of the worth and

dignity of the advancement of knowledge, recognizes the special responsibilities placed upon him.

His primary responsibility to his

subject is to seek and to state the truth as he sees it.

To this

end he devotes his energies to developing and improving his scholarly
competence.

He accepts the obligation to exercise critical self-

discipline and judgment in using, extending, and transmitting knowledge.

He practices intellectual honesty.

Although he may follow

subsidiary interests, these interests must never seriously hamper or
compromise his freedom of inquiry.
II.

As a teacher, the professor encourages the free pursuit of

learning in his students.

He holds before them the best scholarly

standards of his discipline.

He demonstrates respect for the student

as an individual, and adheres to his proper role as intellectual
guide and counselor.

He makes every reasonable effort to foster

honest academic conduct and to assure that his evaluation of students
reflects their true merit.

He respects the confidential nature of

the relationship between professor and student.

He avoids any ex-

ploitation of students for his private advantage and acknowledges
significant assistance from them.

He protects their academic free-

dom.
III.

As a colleague, the professor has obligations that derive

from common membership in the community of scholars.
defenao the free inquiry of his associates.

He respects and

In the exchange of crit-

icism ad
·
· ·
n ideas
he shows due respect for the opinions
o f others ·

He
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I
'

acknowledges his academic debts and strives to be objective in his
professional judgment of colleagues.

He accepts his share of faculty

responsibilities for the governance of his institution.
IV.

As a member of his institution, the professor seeks above

all to be an effective teacher and scholar.

Although he observes the

stated regulations of the institution, provided they do not contravene academic freedom, he maintains his right to criticize and seek
revision.

He determines the amountand character of the work he does

outside his institution with due regard to his paramount responsibilities within it.

When considering the interruption or termination

of his service, he recognizes the effect of his decision upon the
program of the institution and gives due notice of his intentions.
V.

As a member of his community, the professor has the rights

and obligations of any citizen.

He measures the urgency of these

obligations in the light of his responsibilities to his subject, to
his students, to his profession, and to his institution.

Wn en he

speaks or acts as a private person he avoids creating the impression
that h e speaks or acts for his college or universi
·
·t Y·

As a citizen

engaged·in a profession that depends upon freedom for its health and
integrity, the professor has a particular obligation to promote
conditions of free inquiry and to further public understanding of
academic freedom.

-2-
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APPENDIX V
COMMITTEE A STATEMENT ON EXTRAMURAL UTTERANCES
The 1940 Statement of Principles asserts the faculty member's
right to speak or write, as citizen, free from institutional censorship or discipline. At the same time it calls attention to the
faculty member's special obligations arising from his position in the
community: to be accurate, to exercise appropriate restraint, to show
respect for the opinions of others, and to make every effort to indicate that he is not an institutional spokesman. An interpretation
of the 1940 Statement, agreed to at a conference of the AAC and the
AAUP held on November 8, 1940, states that an administration may file
charges in accordance with procedures outlined in the Statement if it
f 7els that a faculty member has failed to observe the above admonitions and believes that his extramural utterances raise grave doubts
concerning his fitness for his position.
.
In cases involving such charges, it is essential that the hearing should be conducted by an appropriate -- preferably elected -faculty committee, as provided in Section 4 of the 1958 Statement on
Proce~ural ~ta~dards in Faculty Dismissal Proceedings: 1 The c?n:
troll1~9.pr1nc1ple is that a faculty member's expression of ?pinion
as a citizen cannot constitute grounds for dismissal unles~ 7t clearly demonstrates the faculty member's unfitness for his position.
Extra~ural utterances rarely bear upon the faculty member'~ fitness
for his position. Moreover, a final decision should take into account the faculty member's entire record as a teacher an~ ~chola7.
In the absence of weighty evidence of unfitness, the admini~tration
shou~d not prefer charges: and if it is not clearly ~r~ved in the
hearing that the faculty member is unfit for his position, the faculty committee should make a finding in favor of the faculty member
concerned.
Committee A asserts that it will view with particular grav~ty
an a~rninistrative or board reversal of a favorable faculty committee
hearing judgment in a case involving extramural utterances. In the
words of the 1940 Statement of Principles, "the administration should
~emernber that teachers are citizens and should be accorded th7 free.cm.of citizens.
In a democratic society freedom.of s~eech is an
lndispensable right of the citizen. Committee A will vigorously
Uphold that right.
11

4 provides·
"The committee of faculty members to conducdt
tlhSection
e
hea
·
•
. .
·
ring and reach a decision
shoul d ei'ther be an elected stan
'tt lng committee not previously concerned with the case or a cornrni ee
estab1·
f
ished as soon as possible after the presi'd en t's letter to the
acu~ty member has been sent. The choice of .mem1:>e:s of the hearin~e
committee should be on the basis of their obJectivity ~nd co~pe~~
~~ of t~e regard in which they are he;d in the academic communi Y·
committee should elect its own chairman,
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April 30, 1970
To:

Ferrel Heady, President; The Board of Regents;
Professors George Arms; Gene Frumkin

From:

The Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee,
Harold Drummond, Chairman

Subject:

Report of the AF&T Committee on the Arms-Frumkin appeal.

On October 27, 1969, Professors George Arms and Gene Frumkin brough t
charges to the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure asserting
that the suppression of domestic distribution of the New Mexico
Quarte~ly by the Regents on Sunday, August 17, 1969, w'as' a violation
o~ their academic freedom. Under the procedures established by Sections 11, 12, 13, and 15 of the Policy on Academic Freedom and Tenure
of the University, the Committee held a number of hearings and a numb7r of executive sessions to consider these complaints and allegations.
The facts in the case are substantially agreed to by all. As is
often true, different interpretations are placed upon the same set of
f~cts. Professors Arms and Frumkin, who served as editors of the
final issue of the New Mexico Quarterly, believe that their academic
~reedom was abridged by the action of the Regents on August 17, 1969 ,
in ~hat suppressing distribution of the Quarterly interfered with
their 11 "full freedom in research and in the publication of the r 7- .
sults.
By contrast, William Sloan, counsel for the Regents, indi~a!ed that he thinks no issue of academic freedom exists, since no
direct imposition of some academic sanction against a faculty member, such as dismissal, denial of promotion, suspension, or public
censure" has occurred. President Heady, moreover, has stated that
he believes that the issue is (or was) properly a governance matter ;
and, had it been referred to the American Association of University
Professors for adJ·udication it would have been referred to Corcuni tte e
T (U .
,
niversity Governance) rather
than to corcunittee A (Academic
Freedom and Tenure) •
I

The UNM Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure has concluded t h at ,
f~r a period of four months, until the Regents reversed their dec~~i~n o~ December 6, 1969, and released the guarterly for nor~al disribution, the academic freedom of Professors Arms and Frumkin was
abridged by the action of the Regents. We do not question or doubt
the sincerity and good intentions of the Regents; we believe that
they acted on August 17 1969 in a way which they thought would pro tect the University
H~d that action not been later rescinded, however, this Committee• would inevitably have recommended 11 appropria
•
te
remedial action" as we are charged to do in the Faculty Handbook.
:~ further action in this case is now required, however. ~e commend
le Regents for their action taken on December 6, 1969, whi7h refeased the Quarterly. It was courageous, for it was taken 7n ~he
Sace of considerable pressure from individuals and groups within t he

tate.

l~.-Fi;':a::--:c:-:-1
~--u ty
Handbook,

-

section (a).

p. 43,

11

1940 Statement of Principles",

):,c, i

COH11ITTEE ON U!HVERSITY GOVEimANCE

endment to Interim Recommendations .
he following paragraph to b.e added at the end of the second indented paragraph of
he Committee's recommendations:
All complaints shall be in writinr,, shall set forth with reasonable
particularity the grounds of the complaint, and shall recite what steps
have been taken to mediate or dispose of the matter informally hy discussion with the other party and with appropriate administrative officials.
If the Doard decides that a complaint is not within its jurisdiction, it
may be dismissed by the Board without a hearing . The Board ~oes not have
jurisdiction to hear complaints apainst general rules or reculations, or
= grading except where a student demonstrates that improper non-academic
considerations have entered into the assigning of his grade. Before
setting the case for a hearin 8 , the Board may request additional information,
and may itself make inquiries or investigations . If the board is of the
.- opinion that further efforts at informal solution should be made, it may
so inform the parties and may continue the case for that purpose . The
Board may also itself undert~ke to mediate the dispute informally . If the
complaint fails to pursue bona fide efforts at such informal solution, the
Board may dismiss the complaint .

r·

,.

,

? ropo sea a11um<l1uent t o t h e i nt erim r ecommendntion

of the Cormnittee on University Governance:
Line 2:

SubstituteCommittee"
"Academic F reedom and Tenure Committee" f or " Student
Standards

11-J~

Lioes ~ :

Substitute "ag ·
any faculty member" f or "a gains t any o the r
p
me mber or grou a1nst
• • • commun i ty. 11

Lines 19-22:

Delete "In cases • · · decision.

Delete th e f 1nal
·
paragraph
Composition of the Acade . F
regular members and 5 a l ~1c r eedorn and Tenure Commi ttee (Handbook p 24). 9
erna te s , al l of whom a r e t enured membe r s o' f t.he faculty.
.
Composition of th
members 4 st d e Student Standards Committee (Ha~dbook , PP· 33A- B): 4 fa culty
u ent me mbers ' non-vo ting Student Chai rman, and non-voting Dean of
Students, and D
ean of Women.

ave it e~neeieRrmrrnmrmnn-am:,~':,,:-- - -you
e
The numb
f top executives
.
.
O
.
er
as
Emphasis
on degrees can lead to
always 1· ·
'
. 'is im1ted. Workers are faced
ridiculous situations in which meetWith a dried
ing degree requirements become
skill em 1 -up d emand for low.
P oyccs, and enormouslymore important than ability to do a
.
~increased cd ucational
requirements
job. Fortunately, in our technoVJ thosett " ~
logical society, "accountability" is
largest ex w ~ .....,.re to reach the
the b
ccutlve suite. No room at
Each
Grant Venn
emerging as the keynote of a new
ottom·' littl c at th e top.
more
however, the employment market has many
era of employment, including the professions-espedally
O
Present pen~ngs for knowledgeable, skilled technicians.
education. Reading teachers must be able to perform; must
gives th:" b prospective employees need education that
produce students who can read. Education professors
Pare
oth knowledge and skills.
must be able to teach them bow. Vocational and tech"so yon s once urged their children to get an education
nical courses must offer students both theoretical knowlsay " u won't ha ve to work as bard as J did." Now they
edge about how things work, and skill-training to make

Ym,

t

.
an ,extget more ed ucat1on
so you can work." Carried to
•ith "crcmc' th'" 1·ctca has led to a national preoccupation

The ;ryunc must go to college."
· stated
,\ttonal
Adv'1s· ory c ounc1·1 on y ocat1ona
· I Educallon
in
lion and W • report to the Sc'Crctary of Health, Educaadminist clfarc that "Government at all Jevels-school
guilty /:ts, .teachers, parents, and students-are all
0
for som b e attitude that vocational education is designed
for vocaet· ody else's children," and urged "a new respect
•
· l education as career preparalion
at all10nal and t cc h mca
1
evels."

them work.
The onus is not on education alone, but also on technology and the producers of technological advances.
BuS1ness,
·
· dustry, a u ed ucauon
· are f ormmg
·
in
a par t nershi~ooperative education-to help educational in·
stitutions provide broader occupational preparation for
high school students, more occupational education at the
post-secondary level, and opportunities for millions of
adults to prepare for new, perhaps totally different careers.
· th at f ormerl y recru1te
· d grad uFor example, companies
ate engineers and then assigned them to a technician's

~

Co11ti11utd

011

pagt 2
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

DATE:

May 8, 1970

Ta :

Members of the Faculty, University of New Mexico

F"RO M:

Robert Doxtator, Chairman, Department of Secondary Education

SU BJECT:

Support of Sub-baccalaureate Programs and Para-professional Training

At a department meeting recently, members of the Department of Secondary
Education moved the following:
We urge the University Faculty to support the recommendation of the
University Committee on the Study of Sub-baccalaureate programs and
Para- professional Training, to wit that such programs are needed and
should be developed and offered by personnel in the University of
New Mexico,
Additionally, we feel Commissioner Grant Venn's position in the
attached article supports the case and need.

rHE HIGHER EDUCATION PUBLICATION OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION Spring

Paycheck Education
and the Professor

by Grant Venn

Associate Commissioner for Adult,
Vocational, and Technical Education
U.S. Office of Education

1970

Continutd I rom pogt I

work, are beginning to realize that it's much better for the
company if they help train technicians, and use their engineers in more appropriate ways. Factories send instructors to teach in vocational education programs, and often
hire the graduates.
Cooperative education program!! give students on-the·
job experience in the field they arc 11tudying. This bcncftta
both private industry-giving it a pool of experienced
talent to draw on- and the student- giving him an understanding of what his career will entail and invaluable
training and advice from working professionals. Cooperative education also teaches "employability" skills-the way
to get along on the job, and keep it.
One of the problems for vocational education has been
keeping up with change. New technology can make old
skills obsolete. Through cooperative education, employers
help educators anticipate and prepare for change.
Instead of teaching one skill, modern vocational training is built around a "cluster" of skills. If automation or
other factors change employment market requirements, a
worker is prepared, with only a minimum of additional
training, to shift careers.
So what does all this have to do with college faculties?
What does vocational or "paycheck" education have to do
with the professor?
Part of the answer is in the booklet 25 Technical
Careers You Can Learn In Two Years or Less, produced
and distributed through a cooperative effort of the U.S.
Office of Education and the National Industrial Conference Board.
At first glance, one might expect the publication to
interest only faculty m junior and community colleges.
But the list of fields needing technicians immediately relates 1t to faculty in four-year colleges, universities, and
graduate schools:
A~rona~tica~. and ~erospace, air conditioning and refngerat1on ( help m the design of future astrodomes
spa~eships, sea l~boratories, etc.", says the booklet):
agriculture, architectural and construction automotive, ~hemical, civil en~ineering. commer~ial pilot;
~lectncal, electr<;>mechamcal, electronic data processing, fire protection, fore try, marine life and ocean
fish~ng, r_nechanical design, metallurgical, nuclear and
ra~1olog1cal,. O<:eanography, office specialists, police
science. sanitation and environmental control.
For every course designed to train technicians in these
fields, there must be a professional trained to teach it.
Vocational and higher education must get together to
train vocational education teachers-double the present
number will be needed by 1975 just to stay even with the
current rate of enrollment. Curriculum planners and curriculum guidance counselors for students also are urgently
needed in vocational education.
The U.S. Office of Education encourages and offers
funds to higher education to train vocational education
teachers. Part of the funds arc available to institutions
providing opportunities for experienced vocational educators to spend up to three years in full-time, advanced study.

PAGE / TWO

USOE also makes grants through state agencies f1
vocational education to provide inservice teacher ed c.
tion and short-term pre-service and inservice instil u
This training is most likely to be conducted by coll
and universities in cooperation with local educ
agencies.
College nnd university faculties should recognize I".
value of vocational training studcntii niny hnvo hnJ b 1
fore they enroll in higher cducutlon pro1ir111m. lcnJln o
degree. As long as a student has the basic skills or I rn 1
he should not be penalized for an interest in technical ill'(
"
It is also important that professors understand tht 11
relationship between professionals and technicians.
For example, the anti-pollution efforts of the hydr
gist, the ecologist, the biologist, the agronomist, mu t I
supported by competent technicians. Professional
cover and state problems; discover and propose~ • ,~·u t · 0
1
supervise the ~ork of technicians who execute soluu r
Who better know~ what the training of these ti:chnr la ,. 1,1 _ . •
should be than the professionals, including tho e who t , · " cCtl\:..ll r-;ta
future professionals about the subject in the univer ity? ; ~ ~r·- 1 .
Vocational education that is truly responsive to n
'~a{ cmJ.C
of workers. business and industry, and the nation n ... ; .
increased and continuing attention from higher educ t1" · J.S :
faculties-from community and junior college instruct
who do much of the actual training of technician ; rrc
professors in four-year institutions and the gr d
schools who teach, do research, and write the book tl
preserve and further knowledge.
Final thought: It is the responsibility of educator
levels to keep the options open for able students to
in either direction-from pre-professional cour. es u
careers as technicians; from technical training into 1
professions. A youngster enrolled in vocational edu u
should be able to receive realistic preparation for c II
·
· d nd y.:tn
and be accepted if he later changes his mm a
work for a degree. In the same way, a student who ; ' or, he
he doesn't want to complete a four-year degree ~r
l
should be able to switch to technical training with
difficult transition, and, certainly, without stigma
college failure.
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work, are beginning to realize that it's much better for the
company if they help train technician , and u e their engineers in more appropriate ways. Factori send in truetors to teach in vocational education progr m , and often
hire the graduates.
Cooperative education program:. give . tudent on-thcjob experience in the field they re tudyin . Thi b n t
both private indu try-gi ing it a po ,1 of e per cnced
talent to draw on-and the tudcnt-g1 in , him n understanding of what hi career will cnt ii nd anvalu ble
training and advice from working profcs ional . Cooperative education also teaches "employability" kill -the way
to get along on the job, and keep it.
One of the problems for vocational cd 1cation has been
keeping up with change. ew technology can mak old
skill obsolete. Through cooperative !du au n, employer
help educator anticipate and prepare for change.
Instead of teaching one skill, m dcrn ,oc ti n I training is built around a "clu ter" of ill . If autom tion or
other factor change emplo mcnt mar ·ct requirements, a
worker is prepared, with only a minimum of additional
training, to shift careers.
So what does all this have to do with oil
facultie ?
What does rncationa/ or "paycheck" C'cl1tcatio11 have to do
with the professor?
Part of the answer is in the b oklet 25 Technical
Careers You Can Learn /11 Two Year or Les. produced
and distributed through a cooperative effor of the U.S.
Office of Education and the National Indu trial Conference Board.
At first glance. one might expect the publication to
interest only faculty in junior and community college .
But the list of fields needing technician immediately relate it to faculty in four-year college , universitie • and
graduate schools:
A~ronautical and aerospace, air conditionin and refngerati~n ("help in the de ign of future astrodome ,
spa~esh1ps, sea l~boratorie , etc.", ay th boo et),
~gnculture,. architectural and construction, utomot1ve, ~hem1cal, civil engineering. commercial pilot;
~lectr1cal, elcctrc:,mechanical, elc tronic data procc mg•. fire protec!1on, fore try, marine life and ocean
fish!ng, 1,11cchan1cal design, metallurgical, nuclear and
ra~10Jog1cal,. ~eanography, office spcciali t , polic
science, amtat1on and environmental control.
For every course <le igned to train technician in the ·c
fields, there must be a profes ional trained to teach it.
Vo_cational. and higher education mu t get together to
tram voc~honal education teacher -double the pre ent
number will be needed by 1975 just t stay even with the
current rate of enrollment. Curriculum pl nner and curriculum _guidanc~ counselor for students al o re urgently
needed m vocational education.
The U.S.' Office of Education encourage and offers
funds to higher education to train vocational education
teacher , Part of the funds arc available to in titutions
providing opportunities for experienced vocational educators to spend up to three years in full-time, advanced tudy.
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